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SYNTHESE:

Ce travail a été effectué pendant un détachement de 6 mois auprès du Visual
Psychophysics lab. du Center for Ophthalmic Research, Harvard Medical School.

Le cadre global est celui de l'élaboration, à l'intention des opérateurs de
maintenance, d'un système de visualisation des schémas électriques de dépannage des
centrales nucléaires. L'étude présentée ici se concentre sur l'apport des connaissances
et des techniques expérimentales en matière d'attention visuelle. Sous cet angle, il
s'agit d'élaborer un système de visualisation des données graphiques qui exploite au
mieux les capacités du système visuel humain.

L'enjeu global est de pouvoir exploiter, pour le dépannage, les bases de
données qui contiendront un jour l'ensemble des données relatives à ces schémas.
Actuellement, il est jugé plus facile d'avoir une vision globale et une bonne
mémorisation d'un schéma (une centaine de feuilles A3) lorsque le support est du
papier.

L'étude démontre l'intérêt d'une telle approche pour la conception d'une
représentation des schémas adaptée aux tâches du dépanneur. La mission apporte la
connaissance d'une méthode expérimentale nouvelle pour nous, ainsi qu'une approche
des sciences cognitives dans un cadre appliqué.

Le texte est en français, les annexes en anglais.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This work has been carried out while the author was visiting the Visual
Psychophysics lab at the Center for Ophthalmic Research, Harvard Medical School.

The general framework is the design of a wiring diagrams visualization system
for maintenance operators in electric plants. This study concentrates on how
knowledge and experimental techniques from visual attention can help this goal. From
this standpoint, the visualization system must best exploit the human visual system
abilities.

As electronic databases containing all the diagrams will soon be available, it is
important to think in advance about the display techniques. Presently, maintenance
operators favor working with paper printouts even where such databases are already
available.

The study shows why such an approach is valuable for the design of a display
that fits the operator's tasks. Beyond that, this work has been a mean to learn the
experimental techniques of cognitive science in an applied frame.

The main text is written in french, the appendices are in english.
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1. Synthèse
1.1. La mission

Ce travail a été effectué pendant un détachement de six mois dans un laboratoire
de l'université d'Harvard à Boston, États-Unis. La mission a eu lieu entre le 1er
décembre 1993 et le 31 mai 1994, pour le compte du groupe Statistiques,
Optimisation et Aide à la Décision du département Traitement de l'Information
et Etudes Mathématiques (groupe 123). Le laboratoire d'accueil est le Visual
Psychophysics Lab. du Center for Ophthalmic Research, Harvard Medical School,
dirigé par M. Jeremy M. Wolfe.

Le cadre global est celui de l'élaboration, à l'intention des opérateurs de
maintenance, d'un système de visualisation des schémas électriques des
centrales. L'étude présentée ici se concentre sur l'apport des connaissances et des
techniques expérimentales en matière d'attention visuelle. Sous cet angle, il s'agit
d'élaborer un système de visualisation des données graphiques qui exploite au
mieux les capacités du système visuel humain.

L'enjeu est de pouvoir exploiter, pour le dépannage, les bases de données qui
contiendront un jour l'ensemble de ces schémas. Actuellement, il est plus facile
d'avoir une vision globale et une bonne mémorisation d'un schéma (une
centaine de feuilles A3) lorsque le support est du papier.

Les objectifs du projet sont décrits par l'annexe 2. Ils ont été définis en mai
1993 en relation avec le laboratoire universitaire et d'après les informations
recueillies auprès des opérationnels des sites de Bugey et de Chinon.

1.2. Le bilan

Les techniques et les connaissances issues de la recherche en psychologie
expérimentale sont utiles pour définir une représentation adaptée d'une part aux
capacités du système visuel humain, d'autre part à la manière dont l'opérateur se
représente son problème.

Les résultats de l'étude elle-même sont :

• une description de l'activité du dépanneur en termes de tâches mentales et
visuelles (annexe 2),

• une mesure de la complexité des tâches de recherche visuelle d'une
information isolée (annexes 4 et 5),

• une preuve de l'amélioration apportée par une modification de la
présentation pour une tâche donnée (annexe 5),

• un ensemble de pistes à explorer pour définir un système de présentation
graphique efficace pour notre application (annexes 1 et 5),

• un modèle probabiliste du déploiement de l'attention visuelle dans une
image (inachevé),



• une conjecture sur la liaison entre la complexité de la tâche et la distribution
statistique des mesures expérimentales (inachevé).

Les acquis indirects résultant de cette étude sont :

• l'appropriation d'une méthode expérimentale pour étudier les
performances d'un opérateur chargé d'une tâche en partie visuelle,

• un contact à l'université de !'Illinois où une équipe travaille sur un
problème similaire (performance des opérateurs de conduite d'une centrale
nucléaire en fonction de la présentation des informations issues de
capteurs),

• une approche de la psychophysique (branche de la psychologie
expérimentale étudiant les effets des stimuli externes sur les systèmes
sensoriels) et des sciences cognitives dans un cadre appliqué.

1.3. Résumé court

Les schémas électriques sont lus par les techniciens de maintenance pour
dépanner un système électrique. Un schéma est typiquement constitué d'une
centaine de pages par système élémentaire ; chacune comporte des dizaines de
symboles et de légendes. Le dépannage consiste à trouver un chemin entre
certains nœuds électriques dont l'état contredit le fonctionnement normal de
l'ensemble. L'opérateur doit : localiser des éléments, élaborer une vue globale du
système malgré son éclatement spatial, mémoriser ses déductions au cours du
temps. Pour l'instant, on juge plus pratique d'utiliser des tirages des schémas sur
papier, alors que le stockage électronique massif des schémas est en cours.

Les résultats issus de la recherche sur l'attention visuelle et sur la recherche
visuelle suggèrent que le technicien pourrait bénéficier de l'aide d'un ordinateur
dès la phase de lecture des diagrammes. Le principe d'un système de visualisation
hybride serait d'exploiter au mieux les capacités du système visuel humain :

• redéfinir les caractéristiques visuelles : présenter l'information sous une
forme accessible à la vision pré-attentive (on connaît les stimuli capables
d'attirer l'attention même s'ils se projettent hors du centre de fixation
visuelle),

• adapter dynamiquement la présentation à la nature de la tâche : atténuer
l'attraction parasite due aux éléments ne faisant pas partie de la tâche en
cours (une trop grande richesse produit une hétérogénéité des stimuli qui
ruine toute recherche),

• adapter dynamiquement la présentation à l'avancement de la tâche :
atténuer l'attraction due aux éléments qui ont déjà été traités (on diminue
ainsi l'effort de mémoire propre à la recherche visuelle),

• matérialiser les tâches de plus haut niveau : aider, via les informations
présentées, l'opérateur à établir le lien entre sa représentation mentale du
problème et la représentation physique de l'information. -
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On cherche avant tout à explorer ce qu'il est possible de faire avec les capacités
de l'opérateur face à une bonne présentation de ses données. Par exemple, le
dépannage automatique, ou bien la navigation assistée à travers les schémas, ne
sont volontairement pas abordés ici, dans le but d'évaluer la performance d'un
duo opérateur intelligent et système coopérant. On cherche à réaliser un
maximum de performance avec un minimum d'interaction.

Comme première étape, on a évalué expérimentalement deux tâches
visuelles faisant partie de la lecture des diagrammes. Pour chacune, un ou
plusieurs moyens facilitant la lecture ont été testés. Une expérience montre que la
performance de la lecture peut être nettement améliorée si l'on recode
graphiquement l'information textuelle objet de la recherche. Une autre
expérience dévoile un moyen de rendre la recherche subjectivement moins
fastidieuse, sans toutefois améliorer la performance quantitative. Pour tenter
d'expliquer ce phénomène surprenant, on a étudié un modèle du déploiement de
l'attention visuelle sur une image, complémentaire du modèle Guided Search 2.0
développé dans le laboratoire, n s'appuie sur la distribution statistique des temps
de réaction ; il propose une représentation séparée, d'une part, de l'attirance que
peut exercer un stimulus vis-à-vis de l'attention visuelle, d'autre part, de la
complexité de traitement du stimulus isolé par les phénomènes attentifs.

On en conclut que le problème de la présentation des schémas électriques
peut être utilement abordé avec les connaissances et les techniques issues de
l'attention visuelle, en prenant garde à ne pas se focaliser uniquement sur la
performance pure.

1.4. Contenu des annexes (en anglais)

L'annexe 1 est le texte initial du projet, élaboré à partir des informations
communiquées par le laboratoire d'accueil et recueillies sur les sites.

L'annexe 2 décrit le problème du dépannage et de l'accès à l'information qu'il
implique. E en résulte une classification des tâches de dépannage et des tâches
visuelles associées.

L'annexe 3 traite de l'aspect expérimental. Étant donné que les sujets
facilement disponibles ne sont pas des spécialistes du domaine, on spécifie un
modèle graphique non technique. ÏÏ doit permettre de simuler les principales
tâches identifiées auparavant. On énonce le programme des expériences à
réaliser.

L'annexe 4 présente un travail exploratoire et ses résultats. E. s'agit
d'expériences de recherche visuelle dans des schémas électriques où l'auteur est
l'unique sujet. On compare, en termes de complexité de la recherche visuelle, les
schémas électriques et les stimuli plus simples habituellement étudiés. On
montre que le problème peut être étudié avec les techniques et les outils du
laboratoire.

L'annexe 5 présente les expériences qui ont été menées avec dix sujets naïfs.
Deux tâches sont étudiées. Pour chacune, la complexité initiale est mesurée et est
comparée à la complexité résultant d'une amélioration de la présentation
graphique suivant les principes de l'attention visuelle. On montre qu'une
variation convenablement étudiée de la présentation produit une nette
amélioration des performances. En revanche, on observe que le confort n'est pas
toujours synonyme d'une meilleure performance.



2. Résumé long
2.1. Description du problème

Dans une centrale électrique, la maintenance fonctionne selon le schéma
suivant : un signal incohérent, relatif au dysfonctionnement d'un automatisme,
est détecté dans la salle de contrôle ; la description en est transmise à l'équipe de
maintenance ; les opérateurs de maintenance se reportent à la documentation
technique pour déterminer quel est le composant en cause ; le composant est
réparé, ou, s'il est en état de marche, la recherche est redirigée vers une autre
cause possible.

Parmi les documents techniques sur lesquels la maintenance repose, on
trouve les Schémas Électriques et les Schémas Mécaniques. Le diagnostic est
principalement élaboré à partir de ces sources. On y trouve tous les liens
physiques entre les composants et les signaux d'alarme.

Les Schémas Électriques sont les plus complexes. L'opérateur doit suivre les
câbles sur le diagramme. Il doit envisager tous les chemins possibles entre les
composants suspects et l'alarme, aussi bien que les états les plus probables des
composants actifs (car cela joue sur la connectivité électrique). Ceci entraîne une
activité intense de suivi de chemins et de gestion d'hypothèses.

Voici quelques caractéristiques des Schémas Électriques et des Schémas
Mécaniques :

• il y en a des milliers (80x120 cm) même pour une seule centrale,

• ils sont indispensables pour la maintenance,

• de un à huit sont nécessaires pour décrire un des 200 systèmes élémentaires,

• l'ensemble des symboles est normalisé,

• leur signification est uniquement fonctionnelle (pas de géométrie).

D'ici cinq à dix ans, tous les diagrammes d'EDF pourraient être disponibles
via des bases de Conception Assistée par Ordinateur. U s'agit d'une ressource très
précieuse.

Un accès électronique aux Schémas Mécaniques, sur des consoles de
visualisation, est déjà opérationnel. Cette expérience a conduit EDF à estimer que,
de par leur plus grande taille et complexité, les Schémas Électriques ne se prêtent
pas au même type d'approche, et que tenter la chose avec les moyens et les
techniques courantes est voué à l'échec.

Afin d'évaluer les bénéfices et les risques liés au développement d'un
système de consultation électronique des Schémas Électriques, il est nécessaire
d'évaluer la faisabilité d'une solution de visualisation qui serait séduisante (pour
les opérateurs de maintenance) vis-à-vis de la vssolution papier" actuelle.

2.2. Le travail de l'opérateur de maintenance

L'opérateur doit évaluer la normalité des chemins qui lient les nœuds électriques
impliqués dans la description de la panne. Les tâches principales sont :
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• rechercher et suivre un chemin, à la recherche d'une voie sans issue,

• rechercher et suivre un chemin, à la recherche d'un composant spécifique
(comme une source électrique),

• supposer qu'un composant est dans un état donné, en dériver les
conséquences, et retourner au nœud où l'hypothèse a été lancée avec un
supplément d'information.

Les schémas sont pour l'opérateur semblables à un labyrinthe, avec les
particularités suivantes :

• il existe une boussole: les diagrammes sont commentés, la fonction des
composants est souvent connue. Ceci aide à choisir un chemin en fonction
de la compréhension de la panne.

• le labyrinthe devient plus complexe à mesure de la progression car les sous-
systèmes interagissent loin de leurs extrémités qui sont réservées à l'échange
des informations.

• certains chemins sont ouverts, d'autres sont fermés, à cause des composants
actifs dont il faut connaître l'état avant de pouvoir les traverser.

• pour avancer, il faut parfois résoudre un problème auxiliaire : une
hypothèse sur l'état d'un composant est évaluée par propagation des
contraintes et comparaison avec les observations.

• les chemins sont orientés : l'amont vers les sources électriques et les
commandes, l'aval vers la signalisation et les actionneurs.

Pour résumer, la lecture des diagrammes électriques pour le dépannage
nécessite :

• une certaine connaissance du domaine technique, pour comprendre le rôle
des composants,

• une bonne capacité de lecture, afin de surmonter la densité des
informations,

• un esprit synthétique, de manière à agréger les informations éparses,
éventuellement sur plusieurs pages,

• une bonne mémoire, pour se souvenir des raisons qui justifiaient une
enquête locale, et pour exploiter au mieux les nouveaux éléments qu'elle a
apportés,

• une bonne organisation, pour ordonner les tâches et assimiler les
informations acquises.



2.3. Approche expérimentale

Le déploiement de l'attention visuelle est régi par deux mécanismes :

• les contrôles endogènes, comme "observer la partie gauche de l'image",

• les contrôles exogènes, qui proviennent de l'interaction entre les stimuli et
les désirs de l'observateur. Ils se séparent en deux catégories : le contrôle
ascendant est entièrement soumis aux stimuli (par exemple une
illumination attire l'attention) ; le contrôle descendant est soumis aux
stimuli et aux désirs de l'utilisateur (par exemple rechercher les motifs
verts).

Les expériences suggèrent que le contrôle exogène repose sur la détection de
caractéristiques élémentaires dans les images (telles que orientation, couleur,
forme, etc), et que ces caractéristiques sont analysées en parallèle en dehors de
toute attention consciente. On observe d'autre part que différentes
caractéristiques visuelles produisent un contrôle plus ou moins fort, ou encore
qu'elles se combinent plus ou moins efficacement entre elles.

Lors d'une expérience, on présente une séquence d'images au sujet. La moitié
des images contient un exemplaire d'un motif particulier qu'on nomme la cible,
l'autre moitié ne la contient pas. Le nombre et la position des motifs, comme
l'ordre de présentation des images est varié aléatoirement. Le sujet et chargé de
répondre à la question "la cible est-elle présente ?" en pressant un des deux
boutons (oui ou non). Les réponses sont correctes dans environ 97 % des cas
(compromis entre rapidité et précision). Les temps de réaction associés sont
analysés en fonction de la taille de l'image, séparément pour "cible présente" et
pour "cible absente". Malgré un fort étalement des temps de réaction pour une
condition donnée, on s'intéresse à la pente de la relation entre "taille de l'image"
et "moyenne des temps de réaction pour une taille et une condition de présence
de la cible données".

Quand la cible est définie par une caractéristique visuelle unique (un carré
bleu parmi des carrés verts), les temps de réaction sont indépendants de la taille
de l'image. On parle d'une "recherche parallèle mono-caractéristique" (parallel
feature search).

Quand il n'existe pas de caractéristique distinguant la cible des distracteurs
(un "2! parmi des 'S'), l'attention est portée en séquence aléatoire d'item en item.
On parle d'une "recherche, sérielle". Comme la cible ne possède pas de
caractéristique discriminante qui puisse être détectée par la vision périphérique,
la totalité de la recherche est sous le contrôle de l'attention. Le temps de réaction
croît d'au moins 20 ms par item pour cible présente, et d'au moins 40 ms par item
pour cible absente (l'attention visuelle nécessite 40 ms pour se déplacer, et, en
moyenne, la moitié des items sont examinés quand la cible est'présente, puisque
le déplacement est aléatoire).

Entre les deux on trouve les recherches de conjonctions de caractéristiques
élémentaires (un rectangle rouge vertical parmi des rectangles rouges
horizontaux et verts verticaux). Bien qu'il n'existe pas une caractéristique
discriminante unique, les informations de couleur et d'orientation sont
exploitables par la vision périphérique et guident l'attention vers des lieux où la
probabilité de présence de la cible est haute. La recherche est dite "guidée" et les
temps de réaction croissent entre 5 et 15 ms par item pour cible présente, moins
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du double pour cible absente. Autrement dit, la cible est trouvée plus rapidement
que si une recherche sérielle avait lieu.

1400 T-

1200 --

1000 --

g 800 -
-O)

O)

I 600 4-
(U

400 • -

200 •-

O

•G--color, blank
• X " -color, target
O col x orient, blank

-$$—col x orient, target
• O — S vs. 2, blank

• •X— S vs. 2, target

J3'

a===== •*•

6 8 10

Taille de l'image

12 14 16

Figure 1 et 2 : le temps de réaction médian pour le cas cible absente (blank trials) et pour le cas
cible présente (target trials), "color" représente les points d'une recherche par couleur
uniquement (pente O ms/item pour les deux cas), "co" représente les points d'une recherche
conjointe couleur et orientation (pente 11 ms/item pour cible présente et 19 ms/item pour
cible absente), "u2" représente les points d'une recherche d'un '2' parmi des 'S' (pente
24 ms/item pour cible présente et 53 ms/item pour cible absente).

2.4. Objectifs

U s'agit d'optimiser la communication entre l'opérateur et le système de
visualisation :

• maximiser l'usage de la vision pré-attentive (traitement de vastes surfaces
en un temps très court),

• minimiser la communication opérateur vers machine (ne pas avoir à
utiliser le clavier ou la souris à chaque fois que la tâche change).

Pour chaque catégorie de tâches, proposer une représentation qui aide le
dépanneur à trouver l'information désirée et à mémoriser l'avancement de son
travail. Par exemple on pourra redéfinir les caractéristiques visuelles pour
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rationaliser l'usage de l'attention visuelle, adapter dynamiquement la
présentation à la nature de la tâche, ou encore donner une présentation en accord
avec l'avancement du travail et avec le modèle mental de l'opérateur.

L'automatisation du diagnostic n'est pas étudiée ici. L'intelligence du système
n'est pas celle de l'opérateur mais elle en est complémentaire. L'opérateur
connaît le dépannage des automatismes, le système sait (un tout petit peu !)
comment fonctionne la vision humaine.

2.5. Résultats

Pour deux types de taches dites "individuelles", on évalue l'impact de certaines
variations de la présentation sur la facilité de lecture. La présentation doit aider la
découverte de la cible, sans pour autant identifier la cible d'une manière
spécifique, puisqu'on cherche à éviter au maximum l'intervention de l'opérateur
à chaque fois que la cible change.

Les tâches sont individuelles car elles se limitent à la recherche d'un
composant de caractéristiques données sur une seule page de diagramme. La
première tache, FORME, est "chercher le relais ouvert (NORC) parmi les relais
fermés et d'autres symboles", voir figure 3, la deuxième tâche, TEXTE, est
"chercher le relais portant la référence 104/003UR (NORCl) parmi des relais
portant d'autres références et d'autres symboles", voir figure 4.

103
001UR
008D
131

I017-F
25

101 103
100

eeiuR"

ISCRC IM ISCRC WE

Figure 3 : Première tâche : recherche en fonction de la forme.
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Figure 4 : Deuxième tâche : recherche en fonction de l'étiquette et de la forme.

Les différentes présentations sont :

• FORME : 1.1) tous les dessins et les écritures sont en blanc sur fond noir, 1.2)
les corps des symboles, les écritures et les connexions sont dessinés avec trois
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couleurs différentes, chacune à 120 degrés de l'autre sur le cercle
chromatique (turquoise, orange et violet).

La condition 1.2 teste l'utilité d'un tri préliminaire de l'information
graphique, étant donne que la tâche consiste a rechercher le symbole dont le
corps est à droite du câble.

• TEXTE : 2.1) tous les dessins et les écritures sont en blanc sur fond noir, 2.2)
les éléments distinctifs de chaque relais (centaines et unités de la première
ligne, unités de la deuxième ligne) sont en vert vif, alors que tout le reste
demeure en blanc, 2.3) à chaque symbole est ajouté un dessin représentant
presque complètement sa référence (voir figure 5).

La condition 2.2 est similaire a la condition 1.2 : l'information intéressante
est mise en valeur par une caractéristique unique (la caractéristique identifie
le type de l'information pertinente, et non la cible elle-même). La condition
2.3 étudie l'apport d'un codage abstrait à base de couleurs et de formes ; elle
exploite des résultats récents, obtenus au laboratoire, montrant qu'une
organisation hiérarchique des stimuli facilite la recherche.

-> first row

unit #2 .̂ •""̂ '̂
->red

I 11"""1I I l I

açnaa
IS

104 (

008D
r*=^^^ 141 c

\
:i

/ NDRC2

/ 104 = sub-unit #1,
contact #4 contact #4
-> second column 002UR = unit #2

Figure 5 : Deuxième tâche, troisième condition. Le code du relais est représenté par une figure
géométrique colorée. Une couleur code pour le chiffre des unités du numéro de relais (ici
002UR donne 2 qui est représenté par rouge), une forme (une ligne et une colonne) code pour le
numéro de sous-unité et le numéro de contact.

L'étude a été menée avec 10 sujets, chacun subissant 300 tests pour chaque
condition. Les résultats sont :

• FORME (figure 6) : il y a peu de différence entre les deux conditions, et
même rien de statistiquement significatif.

TEXTE (figure 7) : la coloration sélective des textes apporte une amélioration
certaine, mais on reste dans le domaine des pentes supérieures a
100 ms/item pour les cas "cible présente", ce qui est considéré comme
énorme. En revanche, l'utilisation des boîtes colorées divise la pente initiale
par presque trois. La pente résultante de 50 ms/item est certes encore
importante, mais elle est du domaine de ce qui a été étudié avec d'autres
stimuli.
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Conclusion : La complexité de la lecture n'est sans doute pas un problème de
surcharge car trier l'information par type n'améliore pas la performance. Elle est
plus vraisemblablement liée à l'absence d'éléments à la fois discriminants et
saillants. La connaissance des capacités attentives du système visuel permet de
mettre au point des présentations performantes.

Remarque : Le codage par forme et couleur facilite sans doute aussi des tâches
comme "chercher tous les contacts issus de telle unité de relais". Ceci conforte
l'opinion selon laquelle il faut chercher des présentations plus performantes
pour une large variété de tâches.
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Figure 6 : Bilan des expériences pour la tâche FORME. L'influence d'une représentation typée
de l'information est sans doute négligeable.
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Figure 7 : Bilan des expériences pour la tâche TEXTE. L'apport du codage par forme et couleur
(receded) est très important : la pente est réduite d'un facteur trois. Comparativement, la
mise en valeur des éléments pertinents de l'image (colored) ne produit qu'un effet
négligeable.

2.6. Modélisation probabiliste des temps de réaction

La complexité d'une tâche est usuellement (et ceci n'est pas remis en cause)
estimée en fonction de la pente de la fonction "Taille de l'image" -> "Temps de
réaction" (plus la pente est forte, plus la tâche est difficile). Le temps moyen qu'il
faut pour trouver la cible augmente linéairement avec la taille de l'image.

L'idée explorée est la suivante : l'asymétrie (skewness) de la distribution des
temps de réaction (pour une taille d'image donnée) est aussi liée à la complexité
de la tâche. De là, on espère parvenir à estimer plus directement le "pouvoir de
guidage" de la cible vis-à-vis de l'attention.

Plus une tâche est facile, plus la cible a de chances d'être trouvée rapidement,
car les mouvements de l'attention ne sont pas aléatoires. L'attention est guidée
par les caractéristiques visuelles qui distinguent la cible des leurres. En revanche,
si aucun guidage n'est possible, l'attention se déploie au hasard à travers l'image,
et la cible est trouvée en moyenne en N/2 étapes, si N est le nombre d'objets de
l'image. Ainsi, une tâche facile doit donner une forte asymétrie (positive), qu'on
peut aussi illustrer en disant que le temps médian est inférieur au temps moyen.
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Figure 8 : Les temps de réaction faibles sont obtenus quand la cible est trouvée par chance ; les
temps plus importants sont obtenus quand la cible est ratée ou quand on inspecte à nouveau
des positions qui ont déjà été examinées. Les phénomènes attentifs opèrent sur un intervalle
de temps plus large que les phénomènes aléatoires. Il en résulte une asymétrie positive de la
distribution des temps de réaction.

Pour évaluer cette hypothèse, on peut observer soit les temps de réaction a
une taille donnée, soit les résidus de la régression du temps de réaction en
fonction de la taille de l'image. Dans tous les cas, on n'observe que les
configurations "cible présente". On constate que :

1. l'ajustement a une loi log-normale (ie log(RT - a) est gaussien) est toujours
plus plausible qu'un ajustement à une loi normale,

2. le coefficient d'asymétrie montre une bonne corrélation avec la pente si on
considère des tâches de complexité non rédhibitoires (< 100 ms/item pour
cible présente, voir figure),

3. les coefficients de la loi log-normale ajustée montrent le même type de
corrélation.
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Figure 9 : On dispose de 16 expériences couvrant un large domaine de stimuli. On mesure
séparément la pente du temps de réaction moyen (cible présente) en fonction de la taille de
l'image, et l'asymétrie de la distribution des temps de réaction (pour cible présente et la
plus grande taille d'image seulement). Les données suggèrent l'existence d'une corrélation
entre l'asymétrie et la pente pour le sous-ensemble des expérience de pente inférieure à 100
ms/item.

Il reste maintenant à exhiber une justification pour cette loi log-normale (ou
pour toute autre loi), et à essayer de relier ces temps de réaction à ceux qu'on peut
simuler par une marche aléatoire dans une image ou l'attirance vers la cible est
plus ou moins forte. On aura sans doute alors une modélisation originale de la
manière dont le "faisceau de l'attention" se déplace dans une image.

3. Perspectives
Les connaissances et les techniques de la psychologie expérimentale apparaissent
comme un bon outil pour la conception et l'évaluation des affichages caractériscê
par une grande taille, des tâches complexes, des graphiques symboliques.

L'intérêt de produire une représentation en fonction des capacités du système
visuel est démontré, seulement pour les tâches de recherche d'une information
isolée. Il faut maintenant généraliser aux autres tâches qui ont été identifiées
dans l'annexe 2.
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Avant cela, il faut aborder la question de l'adéquation entre la représentation
mentale du problème et la représentation physique de l'image. On s'éloigne alors
un peu de la recherche visuelle pure, pour s'approcher de la modélisation
cognitive de la tâche. Les expériences seraient plutôt relatives à la capacité de
mémorisation et à l'efficacité globale de l'opérateur. On a alors besoin, soit de
sujets capables de réaliser la tâche de dépannage, soit, plus raisonnablement, d'un
modèle de tâche qui reprendrait les aspects principaux du dépannage tout en
étant réalisable par un sujet non spécialiste du domaine. Cette question est
abordée dans l'annexe 3.
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1 Abstract

This project aims at exploring the possibilities of hybrid search systems for difficult
visual tasks. It will focus on the visual processes deployed while using electrical dia-
grams for power plant maintenance purposes. Hybrid search means a system where a
computer is used to enhance human, search performance.

2 Introducion

2.1 Problem description

In an electric plant, the maintenance activity goes like this : some incoherent signal is
noticed in the control room ; a full description of the alarm is transmitted to the main-
tenance team ; maintenance operators use technical documentation to find out which
component could be defective ; a visit is programmed so as to inspect the component ;
the component is repaired or, if it is in good condition, inquiry is forwarded to another
possible cause.

Among the technical documents on which maintenance operators rely, one finds
the Electrical Diagrams and the Mechanical Diagrams (so-called pipes and instrumen-
tation diagrams in english). They make the basic information from which diagnosis
is performed. Here are found all the physical links between the alarm signal and the
components.

Electrical Diagrams are the most complex. The operator must follow the wires on
the diagram. He must consider all the possible paths between the suspected components
and the alarm, as well as the most probable current state of active components (because
they can change electric connection). This involves a lot of pathfinding and hypotheses
management.

Here are some characteristics for Electrical Diagrams and Mechanical Diagrams :

• there are thousands of them (80x120 cm) even for a single plant,

• they are used for maintenance or operation purposes,

« from one to eight of them are necessary to describe one of the 200 elementary
functions,

• the set of symbols is normalised,

• their meaning is purely functional (no geometry),

• they come with other non-graphical documents.

Within five to ten years, all the diagrams of all Electricité de Prance plants will
be available through Computer Assisted Design databases. This is a very valuable
resource.

Electronic, display oriented, access to Mechanical Diagrams is in use today. However,
this experience has led Électricité de. Erance to think that, due to their much bigger



size, number and complexity, Electrical Diagrams cannot be practically displayed using
current hardware and software technology.

In order to evaluate the potential usefulness and risks attached to a development in
the domain of Electrical Diagrams consultation, Électricité de France needs to evaluate
the feasibility of a display solution that would be attractive (for professionals) as com-
pared to the current paper solution.

2.2 Objectives

Derived from the work on Guided Visual Search (at Harvard Medical School) and
pattern recognition (at Électricité de France), parts of an hybrid visualization system,
where the user is assisted for the accomplishment of the more difficult visual tasks, will
be designed and evaluated.

Online with the development of the next generation of Guided Visual Search model
(at Harvard Medical School), efforts will bear on the formalization of the visual atten-
tion model so as to get a good understanding of its coverage.

In order to find out where does the operator need visual help, an analysis of visual
search tasks will be done experimentally for the domain of electric diagrams.

2.3 Expected benefits and originality

Thanks to experimental data and work on visual attention, the final hybrid system could
be considered as very close to an optimum in man-machine co-operation efficency. This
is a very pragmatic approach to the ergonomy of display systems.

In an industrial context where crowded displays are more and more frequent, this
project addresses the question of how to conciliate comfort/efficiency and security for
a visualization system. A balance between these two aspects is indeed necessary for a
system to be usable and useful.

Experimental work on visual attention has already brought a model of guided
search ; it will be extended in terms of coverage and in terms of mathematical founda-
tions. Bringing together theory of computer vision, experiments on human vision, and
numerical simulation will give a new impetus to the phychophysics of human vision, as
well as to computer vision in this domain.

3 Background

3.1 Visual attention

The more sophisticated visual processes employed in human object recognition are
severely capacity-limited. They operate successfully only if their operations are re-
stricted to a limited piece of the visual field. For example, it is not possible to read
two streams of text at the same time, even if acuity limitations are circumvented by
using very large letters. The reading mechanism can do very elaborate acts of pattern
recognition, but only in one place at a time. Similarly, efforts to model human object
recognition often fail if the field of view contains more than a very few objects.



In biological visual systems, the deployment of these limited resources is under
attentional control. That is, we can read words to the right of fixation if (and, probably,
only if) we attend to the right of fixation. If we now want to read something to the
left of fixation, attention must be redeployed to that location. It seems clear that any
account of visual behavior in the real world of continuous and extended visual stimuli
requires an adequate description of the deployment of attention.

Attention can be deployed in response to fairly abstract commands (endogenous
control, e.g. "move attention to the left side of the screen") or in response to properties
of the visual stimulus interacting with the goals of the observer (exogenous control,
e.g. attend to the red items). Experiments on endogenous control seem most useful in
the study of attention as a phenomenon in its own right. Exogenous control is of more
interest in the study of attention as a vital aspect of routine visual processing.

Exogenous guidance can be broken into two components. Bottom-up guidance is
entirely stimulus driven ; some stimuli simply capture attention (e.g light onset). Top-
down guidance is driven by the stimulus but based on the needs of the user ; thus
attention could be arbitrarily guided to red items or green items based on the desires
of the user.

Evidence suggests that exogenous guidance of the deployment of attention can be
based on only finite set of basic features (color, orientation, size, etc) that are analyzed
in parallel by "preattentive" processes.

Understanding visual attention thus includes identifying the nature and interaction
of basic, preattentive, visual features and modelling bottom-up and top-down guidance
mechanisms.

3.2 Guided Search

Guided Search holds that visual search involves the deployment of attention from lo-
cation to location under the parallel guidance of preattentive feature processes.

When guidance is strong, as in a search for one color among homogeneous distractors
of another color, attention is immediately deployed to the target and reaction time1 is
independent of set size2. This is what can be considered a "parallel search". Guidance
is weaker in searches for conjunctions. For example, in a search for a red vertical
item, no preattentive process guides attention specifically to red vertical items, but the
combination of information from color and orientation processes can guide attention
toward locations that are likely to contain a red vertical item. Since this guidance is not
perfect, attention may be directed to some proportion of the incorrect locations before
the target is found. As a result, RT will rise modestly with set size. If no guidance is
available, attention is deployed at random from item to item. RT rises more steeply
with set size in what can be considered a fully "serial" search."

Current Guided Search model 2.0 simulation can realistically reproduce a wide range
of human search results without the need to adjust parameters when task demands are
changed. The spatial distribution of the stimulus produces activation in the various

1RT, time to tell whether the target is present or not in the visual field
2 the number of objects appearing along with the target
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Figure 1: basic components of guided search

feature maps. This botttom-up guidance is summed across preattentive processes to
yield an activation map with higher activation in locations that are more likely to
contain targets (see figure 1).

3.3 Image analysis for technical diagrams

Pattern recognition for automatic understanding of technical diagrams has been inves-
tigated for both Electrical Diagrams and Mechanical Diagrams. Applications fall into
two categories (see figure 2) :

• automated "paper to Computer Assisted Design" data capture : hand-written
diagrams are digitized and recognized by automatic procedures ; a Computer
Assisted Design database is created, it replaces the original paper.

Motivation : this is the most productive way to build the Computer Assisted
Design databases.

• visualization tools for raster images : subparts from the raster image are recog-
nized online in response to user commands, thus giving access to image semantics,
though no other information than the graphical image is available.

Motivation : visualization stations built this way can be easily used by anyone,
they can match the particular needs of database «sers (which are not the same
as the ones of database administrators), and they are cheaper than Computer
Assisted Design stations. This approach is interesting, could the images come
from Computer Assisted Design databases, or from a scanner.
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In either case, the needs in terms of pattern recognition are the same. One need
to find the symbols (type and name) on the diagram, to find the links between the
symbols, and to make connections between different diagrams.

For this particular domain, evaluation of the classical pattern recognition tech-
niques (such as syntactic rule based decision), in comparison with morphology oriented
techniques, give advantage to the latter ones at least for the earlier phases of image pro-
cessing. The fact is that even a person not used to mechanical or electrical engineering
drawings is for example able to distinguish symbols from the rest. It means that there
exist domain independent geometrical properties that make a symbol a symbol.

For instance, algorithms derived from mathematical morphology have proved to be
able to isolate symbols one from each other solely on geometrical grounds. They provide
access to different representations of the image : in terms of enclosed surfaces, connec-
tivity, distance, orientation, ...They also bear the advantage of being mathematically
"clean", so that they are easily designed and combined. Such an approach is promising
for the development of general, easily adaptable, pattern recognition techniques that
could search for graspable visual features.

When the objects in the scene cannot be easily morphologically described, there is
a need to other approaches. Character recognition is such an example (while character
detection is done on geometrical grounds). Models of neural architectures turn valuable
in this case because they can discriminate between classes without the need for a
description of the classes in advance. More and more elaborate models are being used,
some of them getting close to structured information integration models.

4 Analysis

4.1 Overlap of interest

The expertise of the Psychophysics Lab will help the identification of the visual pro-
cesses involved in the reading of Électricité de France maps. A series of experiments
can tell what is the nature of, and where axe the bottlenecks of the visual task.

The Guided Search model, through its representation of the deployment of visual
attention, will contribute to the design of, and to the evaluation of the future hybrid
search system. Electricité de France knowledge in pattern recognition, mathemati-
cal and neural modelling, will help the formalization of the model thus helping quick
feedback for the experiments.

This collaboration is a good opportunity to bring cognitive and computer sciences
to work together towards a well-defined goal. Relations between the Psychophysics
Lab and vision sciences laboratories in the Boston area (especially at MIT) will also be
considered.

4.2 Other related projects

The Psychophysics Lab is starting collaboration with another lab on the effect of circa-
dian and sleep/wake cycles on attentional performance. This might be of some interest



in the context of Electricité de France aims for continuous plant operation.
Électricité de France is thinking of a global, technical data electronic management.

This includes the handling, and communication, of reference documents describing the
installation (diagrams and texts), as well as derived documents such as maintenance
procedures. Some parts of it are already operating or under tests. A specialized vi-
sualization software for mechanical diagrams has been developed. It makes consultation
easier through functions such as "subcircuit highlighting" or "pipe following" and pro-
fessionals like it.

5 Workprogram

5.1 Diagrams usage

Two kinds of Electric Diagrams are used today : those on very big sheets (Im x 3m),
and those on A3 (0.4m x 0.3m). The symbols are essentially the same, but the layout
logic is différent. Troubleshooting means finding all the electrical links between two
components.

5.1.1 analysis of troubleshooting activity

The activity needs to be accurately described apart from any visual reference, ie in
terms of mental tasks : what the goals are and what is the logic of reasoning (chaining
of actions, hypotheses, memorization of work progress, success or failure conditions).

Work starts with a set of diagrams of both species and produces a textual description
of troubleshooting activity for a selected set of components. In order to make further
work simpler, a set of artificial images resembling real Electric Diagrams could be
created.

Effort : 0.5 man month.

5.1.2 identification of visual targets

Mental tasks are linked to visual tasks : this is a preliminary step for the analysis of
guidance. Visual targets are described in terms of graphical appearance : starting and
ending points, success or failure conditions for search.

All the graphical elements from the diagram legend are of course visual targets.
But for sure some targets are made, for instance, of relative position of elements : this
means that the target resides in the logical layout and not in individual markers. It is
also likely that operators sometimes search for peculiar objects shapes or layouts that
are so deeply tied to their electrical know-how that they can hardly be considered as
primary visual targets.

Effort : 0.5 man month.



5.2 Visual features and search tasks on diagrams

5.2.1 from targets to features

A set of basic visual features is given for each target. Some experiments could tell,
first, if the supposed feature is coherent with reaction time, and second, in which
feature category does it fall.

Effort : 1 man month.

5.2.2 a measure for search efficiency

As the final goal of this project is to define a more efficient guided search procedure, a
measure is needed. It could consist in a choice of typical tasks integrating the perfor-
mances of individual experiments. It is a good measure if it is possible to explain the
differences between subjects : perhaps this point could also be addressed.

A quantification of search efficiency on bare diagrams is reported.
Effort : 1 man month.

5.3 Models of guided search

This work could be carried online with the development of the next generation of
Guided Search model. Effort will particularily bear on mathematical modelling so as
to produce a global dynamical model of attention suitable for simulations.

5.3.1 modelling top-down and bottom-up activations

From the results of the previous phases, modelling means here finding a suitable rep-
resentation for a set of concepts already identified and described. In case the cur-
rent model needs modification, useful hints could be found in the littérature of neural
modelling of perceptual functions.

Effort : 2 man month.

5.3.2 modelling bottom-up and top-down interaction

Bottom-up and top-down guidances are summed to produce an activation map which
is the base for the deployement of attention. Models of information integration from
Guided Search will be used or adapted to specific needs.

Effort : 2 man month.

5.3.3 simulation

The model is tuned and validated with respect to experiments.
Effort : 1 man month.



5.4 Hybrid system based on guided search

In such a system, the user is assisted for the accomplishment of the more difficult visual
tasks. The goal is to reach better search performance.

5.4.1 hybrid system functions

The Psychophysics Lab has already identified a set of general functions for an hybrid
system, new ones could be defined and tested :

• redefining features

Some visual targets are not simply defined in terms of basic features, thus they are
not available from preattentive processing in humans. A machine vision system
could find those targets, then deliver the information to the human through an
otherwise unused feature channel that would be preattentively available. It is
some kind of sensory substitution method.

For instance, "is A connected to B" is for sure a target. If it is not a basic feature,
it must be redefined.

• hybrid learning

In a hybrid system, a human user could initially identify desired objects in the
usual serial fashion. Each exemplar could be handed to the machine component.
It would use this information to build an "artificial feature" that could be used
in the manner discussed just above.

For instance targets defined by electrical know-how, such as "the ones far from a
source" or "nodes with a lot of connections", are likely to be often pointed by the
operator. They could be classified with respect to their electrical characteristics
during operation.

• top-down and bottom-up modulation

The relative contributions of top-down and bottom-up components need to be
weighted differently in different tasks. For example when bottom-up activation
is large but useless. If its contribution to the overall activation map is not at-
tenuated, it could swamp any top-down guidance.

For instance connected components could be enlighted when under the spot of
attention, components out of the electrical pattern of connectivity yielded by the
current hypothesis could be attenuated.

• cooperative search

In standard visual search tasks, subjects search through items in order of de-
creasing activation until they find their target or until no plausible candidate
targets remain. Subjects mark locations that have been examined in order not to
revisit them later. There is evidence that this marking lasts only a few seconds
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at most. Thus, in extended examination of complex scenes, this "inhibition of
return" can wear off and the subject could revisit previously rejected loci.

Hypothesis management is fundamental to troubleshooting : the operator carried
lined of reasoning like "if this component is out of service, then it could pass
current through this line, so the alarm signal could also come from it". He surely
needs a mean to mark hypotheses and their consequences.

Effort : 6 man month.

5.4.2 hybrid system evaluation and conclusions

With the same measure of efficiency as defined above, the hybrid system will hopefully
prove to bring the user a better search performance. Before that, a tuning phase
could be necessary, based on the informations given by experiments and discrepencies
observed with respect to simulations.

Effort : 2 man month.
This project will end with two deliverables :

1. a set directions for a visualization system for real diagrams,

2. a method for the design of hybrid systems, based on this experience.

5.5 Total estimate

16 man month, to be shared between participants.

A Harvard Medical School

Harvard Medical School is part of Harvard University. Harvard University is located
in the two neighbouring cities of Cambridge and Boston, Massachussetts.

Brigham and Women's Hospital is a teaching affiliate to Harvard Medical School.
The Center for Clinical Cataract Research of B&W's Hospital has wide interests in
ophthalmology and basic vision science.

The Psychophysics lab of the Center for Clinical Cataract Research (the lab involved
in this project) has interests in experimental psychology, clinical vision science and
cognitive science. They include : psychophysics of developing cataract, individual
differences, evolutionary theory in psychology, temporal aspects of attention, effect of
circadian and sleep/wake cycles on attentional performance, and binocular vision. It
maintains quite close contact with the large Boston Vision community.

Mr Jeremy Wolfe is Associate Professor of Ophthalmology at Harvard Medical
School, and Visiting Associate Professor at Massachussetts Institute of Technology,
department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences.
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B Electricité de Prance

Electricité de France produces, carries and sells electricity to industry and individuals
in France (and exports some to Western Europe). Electricité de France owns and runs
quite all production plants in France : nuclear, hydro, coal, gas or fuel.

Direction des Études et Recherches has about 2600 staff members, and is located
on four sites near the city of Paris. Research programs are related to electricity pro-
duction, transportation and applications, to environmental sciences, plant operation,
information processing and computing resources.

Service Informatique et Mathématiques Appliquées provides the whole Électricité
de France with centralized computing resources, and carries research and development
programs on numerical analysis, simulation, artificial intelligence, software and hard-
ware environments, ..., be it for immediate or future application inside Electricité de
France.

Département Traitement de l'Information et Études Mathématiques (information
processing & mathematical research, TIEM) focuses on what is often names "advanced
computer science" : artificial intelligence, decision support, databases, software engi-
neering, data analysis, computer assisted design and pattern recognition. Staff is about
60 persons.

Mr Laurent PONTHIEU is a researcher at TIEM department.

C Addresses

Jeremy M. Wolfe
Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women's Hospital
Center for Clinical Cataract Research
221 Longwood avenue
Boston, MA 02115
phone : +1 617 732 78 41
fax : +1 617 277 6717
email : wolfe@psyche.mit.edu

Laurent PONTHIEU
Électricité de France
Direction des Études et Recherches
1 avenue du Général de Gaulle
F-92141 Clamart Cedex, FRANCE
phone : (+33 1) 47 65 56 38
fax : (+33 1) 47 65 54 28
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email : laurent.ponthieu@der.edf.fr

Administrative contact :
Mrs Judy Friend
Brigham and Women's Hospital
Center for Clinical Cataract Research
221 Longwood avenue
Boston, MA 02115
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1. Context and objectives
In an electric plant, the maintenance activity goes like this : some abnormal signal
appears in the control room ; a full description of the alarm is transmitted to the
maintenance team ; maintenance operators refer to technical documentation to find out
which component could be defective ; a visit is programmed so as to inspect the
component ; the component is repaired or, if it is in working condition, inquiry is
forwarded to another possible cause.

The Electrical Diagrams make the basic information from which diagnosis is
performed. Here are found all the physical links between the alarm signal and the
components. The operator must follow the wires on the diagram. He must consider all

ithe

connections). This involves much path finding and hypotheses management
Here are some characteristics of Electrical Diagrams :

• there are thousands of them even for a single plant,

• they are organized into meaningful elementary functions (about 200 elementary
functions for one plant),

• the set of symbols is normalized,

• their meaning is purely functional (no geometry),

• they come with other non-graphical documents,

• they are used for maintenance or operation purposes.

The systems we consider here are binary automatons. It means that all the sensors
are "yes/no", or "is on/is off', and that all the actuators are "turn on/turn off1. The
purpose of the system is to transmit commands, to acknowledge effects, and to report
failures.

The current trend is to store more and more diagrams (currently hand-drawn) into
computer databases. This is a very valuable resource, yielding immediate benefits for
storage and update purposes. However, current display solutions make the maintenance
professionals favoring working with paper prints instead of computer displays, because
browsing is much easier.

The challenge that we would like to address is the following : for troubleshooting
tasks, can a computer display yield a comparable or higher efficiency, as compared to
using paper prints ?
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2. Introduction to diagrams
2.1. What do the diagrams represent ?

The description of a system comes in at least two documents. The first one describes
what the system is for and what its main functions are. This is the Logical Diagram
(LD). Every command and action is written in dear text, and the dependencies among
them are displayed in a binary logic fashion.

command

action

Figure 1: the Logical Diagram describes the behavior of the system

The second document shows how the functions are implemented. Using a fixed set
of standardized components, the system designer figures out how the logic of the system
can be achieved, then draws the Implementation Diagram (ID) showing all the actual
components and wires. ID pages are sorted by function : sensing, command, signals,
alarms, communication with other systems. The upper part might display comments
explaining the purpose of some components on the page.
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power

play butt

rec butt

Egure 2: the Implementation Diagram describes the conception of the system

Generally, the two diagrams are quite afar/ in terms of layout and connectedness.
The main reason is that/ for the sake of clarity, the LD segregates each function (for
instance "record" and "play"), while the ID must show any component only once, thus
bringing several functions to the same place. One other reason is that the LD tries to be
as simple as possible, and as such does not display trivial consequences (for instance
"push stop button" releases the pky button). In fact, for the troubleshooter, the LD is the
key to enter the ID at the right spot.

Now let us go through a small part of a real E) (see appendix A). First, there is a
frame. On the bottom there is a memo for the page ("input for temperature sensors"),
and any indexing information. The page number stands right below 1TOLIO". The top
line shows intervals, which help quick localization of an item.

The most important and simplest element is the plug (a small empty circle), where
cables (a solid line) get wired. A plug might either be the input or output connection for a
component (like temperature sensor 003ST at column D, which has three plugs : input,
temperature is above threshold, and temperature is below threshold), or it might just be
a connection point between two different cables. In the latter case, it is located in a
connection box, which is merely a box with tens of independent plugs inside it.

To make repairs, one needs to follow the cables, and thus it is important to know
the actual location of the plugs. For this purpose, each plug has a rank number (right
next to it) that is relative to the component or to the connection box it belongs to.
Because they have no other function than Unking two cables, connection boxes are not
shapely displayed on diagrams. Their reference is found at the left end of the horizontal
dotted line the plug is on. For instance, from plug 3 of sensor 003ST, there is a cable that
goes to plug 10 of connection box 001CR.

What else remains ? Everything standing between two plugs, and which is not a
cable, namely the components. The type of a component is identified by the last two
letters of its label The first three numbers make a rank number. From this, one can
conclude there are four temperature sensors (labeled nnnST) on the diagram shown.

Finally, notice the cross-reference arrows as the one labeled "009-E +28" located at
column G. It means that the cable is continued on page 009, at column E, and that there
must be a symmetric arrow labeled "008-G +28".
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2.2. Why do the diagrams look so difficult to read ?

The complexity of diagram understanding has two sources : the alphabet and the
meaning. Here we provide only statements without any further analysis. In the next
section, we will define a simplified diagram model, so that we have then all the keys to
discuss diagram reading complexity.

The appearance of the components has been chosen to be meaningful for the
electrical engineer. Since he knows how the component works, the appearance very often
mimics the internal structure.

The set of components has been chosen to be as small as possible, for matters of
standardization. This means that some trivial functions must be served by several
components, using standard mounts2.

The functions supported by the system are themselves often complex. In this
specific field, functions might be : making decisions depending on what is read on the
sensors, reporting alarms to the control room, preventing contradictory actions, etc. This
involves much information gathering and dispatch, thus heavy connectivity and, of
course, many, many pages.

The diagrams not only show the connections between components, but also their
actual location, as well as the location of the cables linking them.

2OnB must know that these systems are nowadays built from general-purpose programmed
command and control units. It is kind of saying that the system we consider here is to the newer
ones what the transistor is to the integrated circuit
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3. A simplified diagram model
We want to get rid of any unnecessary complexity for our study. For that purpose, we
shall choose a restricted set of symbols, a simplified layout logic, and a simplified
electrical system.

3.1. Components and symbols
3.1.1. Power source

Shape

A horizontal line with a label at the left end. Label is PS.

001PS 1 2e 9.

Figure 3: power source QOlPS, plugs 1 and 2.

Purpose

Feed the other components with electricity.

3.1.2. Plug

Shape

A small empty circle.

O O IPS 12̂

007ST

Figure 4: plug number 12 of power source 001PS and plug number 5 of temperature
sensor 007ST

Purpose

Wires two, three, or four cables together.
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Comments

A plug is never alone : it always belongs to another component, like in the example
shown.

3.1.3. Sensor

Shape

A dashed box with three plugs. One is the "common", the two others reflect the binary
state of the sensor.

common

activated normal state

Figure 5: two contacts from one temperature sensor. Label is 001ST, comment is
"dosed on high temperature".

Purpose

Reports when a temperature (ST), a level in a tank (SL), a flow through a pipe (SF), or a
pressure (SP) is above some threshold. Note that the probe is not shown on the diagram.
An additional comment tells when the sensor becomes active: "O/condition" or
"C/condition" whether the contact is open (i.e., as draw) or closed when the condition is
true. The condition is written using a combination of an optional qualifier C1V" for
"very"), then "H" or "L" for high or low, and lastly the initial for the quantity it measures.
For instance, "C/V.H.T." means "closed on very high temperature".

Comments

Figure 5 shows two contacts from one sensor. A sensor has several independent
contacts, all activated or inactivated at the same time. The contacts are always
represented at their inactive state. The plugs are named after the rank number of the
contact : contact "n" (n is 3,4,5, or 6) has three plugs numbered "n" (common), "nO"
(sensor inactive), and "nl" (sensor active). The symbol illustrates how a sensor works :
when it becomes active, the pair of parallel vertical bars shifts to the left, establishing
contact between "n" and "nl". Otherwise, "n" and "nO" are in contact.
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Figure 6 : how a sensor is actually made

Figure 6 shows how a sensor really works. When the probe yields a signal above
some fixed threshold, then the magnet (horizontal hatched bar) is activated, pulling all
the pairs of bars at once to the left.

3.1.4. Actuator (command and report)

Shape

A dashed box with three plugs. If the plugs are numbered 1,2 and 3, then it is the
command unit of the actuator. If they are numbered 4,5 and 6, then it is the report unit
of the actuator. Label is CM.

power supply
r\

003CM

2

W
1

n n 3

power supply

004CM . 4

5 /~\ /"\ 6

turn off turn on ison isoff

Figure 7 : command unit (left) and report unit (right) of an actuator

Purpose

The command unit turns a device (e.g., a pump) on or off. The report unit tells the actual
state of the device.

Comments

Even if the two subparts are physically at the same place, they are always represented
as separate. The device under control is not shown on the diagrams.

8
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3.1,5. Relay (command and contacts)

Shape

A horizontal rectangle (command)/ a pair of plugs with a thick vertical bar on the right
or on the left of it (contacts).

0 j
I 103 6

003UR I 003UR

101
103

003UR 131 O 130I 131 O

1
I

•

Figure 8: relay labeled "003UR" : command unit (left), contact open when inactive
(middle), contact closed when inactive (right)

Purpose

Connect or disconnect two plugs on demand. A relay can be used in both ways : either
open (disconnected) when demand is off, or dosed (connected) when demand is off.

Comments

The command unit has two plugs : one is always connected to the power supply (here
the lower one), the other one is the command. When the current reaches the command
plug, the magnet inverts the state of the contacts. When the command current stops, the
contacts go back to their original, inactive state. The contacts are always represented at '
their inactive state.

101Q 103
1
100

003UR i3i T Hr 130

Figure UR_2: how a relay works.

The plug numbering is somewhat tricky. The contacts are grouped to form inverting
switches (see figure 8), with a common plug (103), where some signal is expected. When
the relay is inactive, the common is connected to plug 130 (memo: "O" for "inactive").
When the relay is active, it is connected to plug 131 (memo : 1T for active).

Each magnet (here magnet 100) controls four contact groups, numbered 3,4,5 and
6. If M is the magnet number, and if C is the group number, then Ae group plugs are
numbered MOC (common), MCO (inactive) and MCl (active). On the bottom of the
diagram, just under the magnet's symbol, one can see a memo showing the location of the
contacts (natural order). The first column recalls the usage that has been made of the
contact: "NO" stands for "Normally Open", "NC1 for "Normally Closed".
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Finally, relays are generally grouped into a relay unit (hence UR In 003UR). Each UR
contains up to four independent relays numbered 1, 2,3, and 4. All we see on figure
UR_2 is the magnet, and contact group 1, for the first relay inside 003UR.

3.1.6. Arrow

Shape

An arrow-shaped pentagon pointing upward or downward.

' 009 -B 1

21

Figure 9: a continuation arrow

Purpose

Indicates that the cable is continued on another page, at a location specified by the
arrow label. A symmetric arrow is always found on the continuation page. The label tells
about the location of the continuation: it shows the page number (009), the column
number (B), and a unique tagging number (21) for the pair of arrows. So, if this arrow
stands at column H of page 1, then the destination arrow has "001-H 21" as a label.
Comments

Arrows are used either when there is no space left on a page, or when the other end of
the cable serves another function than the one displayed on the page.

3.1.7. Alarm

Shape

A horn inside a rectangle. Label is AL.

O O IAL

Purpose

Make noise.

Rgure 10: an alarm.

10
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3.1.8. Push-button
Shape

Like a relay contact/ except that it has a handle. Label is PB.

1 o
O OIPB

Ol O

L 1L•I COIFS IBJ
I QO Io

Figure 11: a push-button, dosed when depressed (left), open when depressed (right)

Purpose

Manually connects or disconnects two plugs.

3.2. Example

We show in the appendix B a very simple system that controls what happens in your
car when you open the door. We will develop only these three functions:

• door is open -> turn inside light on

• door is dosed -> turn inside light off

• door is open and beam is on -> ring the bell

which require the following components:

« sensors: one for "door is open or dosed" (push-button 001PB)

• actuators (command): one for "turn inside light on or off (QOlCM)

• actuators (report): one for 'team is on or off (Q02CM)

• alarms: the bell (alarm 001 AL)

not induding some relays/ necessary to transmit signals and to make independent sub
circuits.

Page 1 shows that, if the door is open, then relay 100 from relay unit 001UR gets
excited On the bottom of the diagram, one can see a memo showing where is each
contact For instance, the second contact (number 4) is used here to establish a
connection when the relay is exdted. It is located at page 2, column H.

Page 2 shows how the "door is open" signal is used to command the inside light.
Two contacts from the same relay are used. Contact number 5 is used on its "normally
closed" side.

11
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Page 3 only shows the report part from the beam command unit If the beam is on,
then relay 200 from OOIUR gets excited.

Page 4 shows the "and" condition under which the bell is rung.

12
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4. Troubleshooting
Despite the interest of the thing, no attempt has been made, in this section, to build a
working troubleshooting procedure. In other words, the procedures described here might
be incorrect or incomplete. However, they are realistic enough to show in detail what the
troubleshooting activity is. Addressing the entire question would have required
developing an operational model for the circuits, which is out of the scope of this study.

4.1. What is a failure?

4.1.1. Example .

Considering the system exemplified in appendix B7 let us suppose that the bell does not
ring, while the beam is on and the door is open.

This statement involves three physical components: the bell, the beam and the door.
At first, one must find out what, and where are their electrical counterparts. A simple
table look-up leads to 001AL, 002CM, and 001PB, located on pages 4,3, and 1
respectively.

Wisdom suggests first to check that these three components are still in working
order, and that the power supply is available. (This is individual checking, which is not
the matter of our concern here.) If nothing abnormal is found, then one must go into
circuitry checking. It means exploring all the paths in between.

door

O OIPB

beam

002CM

001UR/100 001UR/200

O OIAL

Figure 12: dependencies between the components involved in the failure report

Let us for instance explore the paths between 001PB and 001AL. The button is
solely connected to relay 001UR. Page 1 indicates that the relay's contacts are on pages
2 and 4. Contacts on page 2 are not of interest, since they only concern the inside fight
Contact 100 on page 4 is the door's contribution to ringing the bell. Failure of relay
001UR7 or failure of its first contact, could be the explanation.

The same kind of analysis, for the paths between 002CM and 001AL7 identifies
OOIUR, or its second contact, as a possible cause.

4.1.2. Definition

The systems we consider here have four subparts: the machinery (pumps, valves,
turbines), the command panels (buttons, knobs, dials), the signal panels (light, bell,
meters), and the automatons. A command turns a machine on or off, manually or
automatically, and the new state of the machine is signaled to the operator. Automatons

13
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make the far most important part of the system. Quite every command or machine is
tinder automatic control, or provokes automatic action. The diagrams represent
exclusively the automatons. All the rest is straightforward wiring.

Signals

t
Machines ̂  W" Automatons ^ p» Coinmands

Figure 13: four subparts, automatons make the most important one

Normally, the machinery, the commands and the signals are in accordance in terms
of status. Any discrepancy between two of them is a failure. It can be a command
without effect, an automatic control that does not work, or a wrong signal about the
state of a machine. Most of the failures concern automatons. From the operator's
standpoint, a failure is hinted if any of these (redundant) events happens:

• a command is given, but the machine does not react,

• a command is given, but the signal does not acknowledge

• there is a signal, but no command has been given,

• there is a signal, but the machine is reportedly in some different state,

• a machine is in some state for which no command was given,

• a machine is in some state, but the signal reports the contrary.

Examples: the operator depresses "open valve" button, signal "valve open" lights, but
valve remains closed. The operator depresses "stop pump" button, signal "pump
stopped" lights, pump is stopped, but the intake valve, which would automatically
close, remains open.

14
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all nodes

inner
nodes

facing
operator machines

\ /\
input output input output

button lamp, report command relay
alarm

Figure 14: components sorted by location, attachment, and role.

A failure is reported as a set of statements about the end nodes of the system (see
figure 14).

Definition: failure report
A failure report is an inconsistent set of statements regarding the electric state of
some end nodes in the system.

The inconsistency exists with respect to the normal behavior of the system. The
state is as observed in the control room (for buttons, lamps, and alarms), or as
derived from the observation of the machines (for reports and commands).

4.2. Troubleshooting procedures

A failure means that the observations are inconsistent with the diagrams. As the
diagrams are correct, one or several components must be out of order. They must be
found along one of the paths that connect the extremities involved in the failure report.
Here follows three manners to explain troubleshooting. The first one gives the broad
idea, the last one is nearly algorithmic.

(1) To find the place where the trouble comes from, the operator starts from one
extremity, and follows the electric paths, keeping in mind what is the present state of
the system (remember that the diagrams show the system at rest). The operator
propagates necessary conditions, trying to reach places where two (or more) of them
meet. The goal is to find a component the normal behavior of which contradicts the
necessary conditions. There can be several such components. In the car example above,
OOlUR/100 and 001UR/200 are two possible origins for the failure (among others).
Both must be physically examined.

(2) Let N be a bogus (extremity) node. Suppose that the current reaches N while it
must normally not So there is now at least one path between N and a power source.
This path is abnormal. Troubleshooting means (finding and) walking the path, looking
for a contact that ought to be open, but that is obviously dosed. Such a contact is found
when one can prove that its triggering conditions have the right state. Ih the other case,
that is to say if the current does not reach N while it must, then one looks for a contact
that must normally be closed, but that is obviously open.

15
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(3) Whatever the specific context is, troubleshooting means walking a path between
two nodes. Each connection (or absence of) must be qualified as normal or abnormal.
Here follows a possible search procedure:
Notation: troubleshooting god

A goal is written as (A, B)7 meaning "verify there is a path between nodes A and B",
or as ->(A,B)/ meaning "verify there is no path between nodes A and B". Processing
the goal yields a list of suspected components that will be physically checked later.

Procedure <P1): proving that a contact is in some state S, open or closed.
A contact is provably in state S if any of the following is true:

• its trigger is in the right condition for S
For this, one starts from the trigger and tries to find a path to a power source

using procedure (P2). Note that this can involve some other nested (Pl) proofs.

• there is direct evidence, like a signal, or the state of a machine, that can only stem
from S,

One looks for a path starting from the contact as well as from any other one
activated by the same magnet. The actual electric conditions of this auxiliary path
must be known in order to derive its consequences.

• the opposite of S would have a consequence that cannot be observed.
Same as above.

Procedure (P2): troubleshooting, first case: find a path

1. start N is a bogus end node. N would normally be connected to a power source
but it is obviously not. The initial goal is (N, PS),3 and the suspects list is empty.

2. reaching a contact from N to M: prove that the contact is closed.

- if the condition is provable, then proceed with N replaced by M in the goal
statement.

- if the opposite of the condition is provable, then one must know whether this is
normal or not

In this very context, "normal" means "implied, from the actual condition of
the system, by the standard behavior of the system". For instance, if the fact
that the pump does not start is part of the failure report, then any consequence
that the system normally provokes when the pump is stopped is considered as
normal here. For it does not mean that some component is failing.

If it is normal, then the task is done (the present path just could not be the
one that ought to feed the start node).

If it is abnormal, then there are two possible explanations (cf. procedure
(Pl)): either the magnet is under the wrong activation, or the contact is

^The goal has been chosen here so as to be consistent with the normal behavior of the
system, thus inconsistent with the present observations. Choosing the opposite goal is indeed
possible.

16
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defective. The first possibility is inquired using procedure (P2) or (P21),
upstream from the magnet if this foils to produce a non empty suspects list,
then the contact is probably defective, and current search is done.

- if both the condition and its opposite are provable or improvable at the same
time, then add N to the suspect list and proceed with N replaced by M in the
goal statement

3. reaching a branch: create as many new goals, and show that at least one leads to
its destination with a non-empty suspect list

»

4. reaching the destination: task is done

Procedure (P21): troubleshooting, second case: prove there is no path
As (P2) is merely a path following procedure, a very similar one can be developed
for the opposite case, when the goal is "verify there is no path between two nodes".
This will not be done here.

Like for any other diagnosis task, it is important to keep, as long as possible, to the
"single failure assumption". It means that the failure is provoked by a component that is
functionally linked to the ones involved in the failure report, hi other words, the
observations are not just a side effect of another phenomenon. For instance, at step.2 in
the procedure above, one must, at least at first, trust a proof that a contact is dosed,
and keep from thinking that the proof might be void because it involves some hidden
defective component.

4.3. Strategies

The previous section suggests that the broad reasoning tasks are:

• search and follow a path, in some direction, looking for a dead-end,

• search and follow a path, in some direction, trying to reach a goal,

• assume that some component is in some state, derive what would the
consequences be, and backtrack to the place where the assumption was created,
with some additional information.

It is just like walking into a maze, let alone some differences:

• one has a compass: diagrams bear comments, and the index of components
explains the purpose of each. It helps choosing between different paths when
knowing the function that could have failed.

• the maze gets more intricate as one gets into it: subsystems interact far from the
extremities, which are reserved to information receiving and delivery.

• some paths are open, some are closed: active components, such as buttons, relays
and sensors, can establish a connection only under some specific circumstances.

17
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• to make a step/ one must sometimes solve a secondary maze first: the active
components must have their triggering status solved first, and making hypotheses
about the state of some components can yield additional information.

• the path is generally directed: upstream to power sources/ sensors/ buttons/ report
units/ and downstream to command units or alarms.

Real troubleshooting is not as deterministic as the procedures listed in the previous
section could suggest. The operator has some knowledge of the domain/ and maybe
some knowledge of the specific system under examination. The ideal situation is when
one knows the individual role for each component, for this will give the best guidance for
causality dependencies. It is nonetheless far from being always like that: even if the role
of a group or components can be quite easily derived from comparing the Logical
Diagram with the Implementation Diagram/ the subtlety of the implementation might
hide the individual role of a component. In such a case, one has to be smart and use
sparingly one's patience and memory. Here is a possible strategy.

• start from the extremities,

• try the simplest paths at first,

• leave landmarks/

• propagate necessary conditions inferred from observations, trying to make them
meet, or to reach another extremity involved in the failure report,

• make hypotheses when the state of a component is unknown, backtrack when the
hypothesis proved to be true or false,

• do not forget what has been derived when exploring an hypothesis, as it could turn
to be useful in the future,

• if no single, evident, explanation is found, then gather as many as possible to gain
time when on the site.

18
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5. Task analysis
This section attempts, first, to list all the basic actions from which troubleshooting is
built, then to present a task classification. The classification ranges from "very close to
the diagram graphics" to "high-level diagnosis procedure".

5.1. Tasks list
• find a specific component by name

why?

- it belongs to the failure report
- some comment names it

- it triggers some other interesting one (e.g., from a relay contact to the relay
magnet)

- its state can tell the state of another one, or reciprocally (e.g., from a relay
contact to another activated by the same magnet)

- it is a reference arrow

how?

- use any indexing information available, locate it by page number and column

- browse through a definite set of pages because the desired component must be
here (it is a reference arrow, or it is closely related to the function described by
these pages, or it belongs to the category these pages are related to, or it has
already been searched and found somewhere within these pages)

• choose a specific component on a path

why?

- the visible portion of the path contains components that are related to the
present problem, and components that are not. One assumes, at first, that the
unrelated ones are not defective.

how?

- scan the components, find the corresponding comments on the page (or in the
index table if there is not), select according to the comment

• choose among several paths from one node

why?

- the path under study reaches a fork

19
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how?

- compare the probable origin of the failure with any comment, or component
name, the fork is related to

- try to head towards the places where the available information is maximal

- choose the simplest one depending on the current goal

• return to a fork that has been previously encountered

why?

- the forking path has reached its destination, or proved it cannot

how?

- recall where was the fork, why this specific path was chosen, what was the
goal at that time, and decide what to do next

• guess about the status of one component

why?

- its status is still unknown

how?

- assume a particular status, then compare the hypothetical consequences to
what is already known

20
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The following table reads as: "When performing the action, the data can, under some
specific conditions, contribute to answer this question". 1L1 refers to the object cited in
the left column, T refers to the object cited in the top row.
\Data

\
ActionX

find a
component
byname,
find group

choose a
component
on a path

choose one
path out of
several

re turn to a
fork

make a
guess

highlighted
nodes

isLa
member ofT

is L related
toaT

is L related
toaT

X

will L help
getting

closer, does L
explain

observations

suspected
sub function

does L
serve!

does L '
serve T

does L
serve T

X

what does
T say about
the normal
state of L

suspected
components

is L a
member ofT

is L related
toaT

is L related
toaT

X

will L help
getting

closer, does L
explain

observations

actual
electrical
status

X

is there
more to

learn about
L

is the L
open, or
closed

X

is L and T
consistent

remem-
brance of
the past

has L
already

been
searched
and found
what did I

get from
previous

exam
has L

already
been

walked
what was
the current
goal, then
has L, or a
variant,
already

been tried

purpose of
components

does L'a
shape

appear on
the page

is L related
to the

problem

is L related
to the

problem

X

what are
the odds for
L's success

5.2. Finding items in the diagrams

• reference -> graphical item:

- find a CO by name, from index information

- find a CO by name, inside a definite set of pages

• graphical item -> reference:

- extract the CO references from a comment

- extract the CO reference from a CO label

- look for a specific reference in a comment, or in a series of comments

• graphical item -> graphical item (non-drawn descriptive link):

- find the comment associated to a CO

• graphical item -> graphical item (non-drawn physical link):

- find the COs that are affected by a status change for another CO

- find the CO that triggers another CO
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- find the CO that are triggered by another CO

- find the COs that are subparts from the same unit

• graphical item -> graphical item (drawn physical link):

- find the COs that are affected by a status change for another CO

- find the matching reference arrow

5.3. Assessing properties about items

• group of graphical items -> graphical item, or group of

- is a path leading to an area I know many facts about

- is a path leading closer to a specific CO

- is a path leading closer to any CO that serves a specific function

• group of graphical items -> choice

- is a path graphically simple, or complex
- is a path electrically simple, or complex

• graphical item -> non graphical item:

- does a comment express a relationship to some function

5.4. Keeping a group of items under attention

• consider all the COs on the same (linear) path

• consider all the COs on several branches in a path

5.5. Driving the inquiry

The current knowledge frame evolves as the task goes on, but probably always consists
in:

• a set of specific nodes between which a path is searched,

• some specific sub function of the system that is suspected to be defective,

• a list of components that are suspected to be more or less defective,

• partial knowledge about the actual electrical status of the components,

• partial knowledge about the purpose of the components,
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a remembrance of the previous frames and tasks.

whole set of nodes

suspected function 7
suspected nodes

f electrical status
I purpose
V neighbors

Figure 15: how the system is viewed at a given time
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6. Conclusion
Reading Electrical Diagrams for troubleshooting purposes requires:

• some knowledge of the technical domain, in order to understand the roles of the
components/

« reading skills, in order to overcome the density of the information,

• a synthetic mind, so as to spatially aggregate pieces of information, be they one the
same or on different pages,

• a good memory, to recall why a local inquiry was started, and to use at best the
information it brought,

• some sense of order, to temporally integrate the questions and the answers they
were given.

The first skill only is domain-specific. It is indeed the key to really enter the
diagrams and perform any other operation, but any help for performing the rest of the
activities would be very welcome by the professionals. As a matter of fact, professionals
never complain about the complexity of their specific domain. They only think that the
system is somewhat too large (and not too complex), or that the diagrams are too easy
to get lost in.

The system this study aims at would improve the efficiency and the reliability for
the last four activities. It would provide guidance for searching items and evaluating
relations among items. It would also provide some "materialization" of the user's goals
and deductions, so as to keep the diagrams consistent with the information that has
been gotten about

The main question, which is also the guideline, is "How far can a system help a user
without doing the user's job ?". The goal is not to perform diagnosis, nor to assist
diagnosis in a pre-compiled manner, but only to assist the user walking the diagrams.
The user is clever, the system is only cooperative. Apart from being a necessary assumption,
for this study on the visual aspect of diagnosis, it is also a general idea about intelligent
automated systems. Many of them proved to be so clever that the users have required
explanations and understanding for what was happening in the system's mind. Then the
users were able to follow step by step what the system was doing. We choose here the
other way, making a system that obeys the user and that records the advance of his
work Any comparison, in terms of effectiveness, between the two approaches would be
interesting.
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7. Excerpt from a real Implementation
Diagram
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8. A toy example
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1. Summary
On the basis of the analysis of representation and usage of diagrams reported
in [2], a ^examination of the diagrams reader's tasks is done. This leads to:
the need for a testable diagram model; the sketch of an experimental program;
a sharper definition of the objectives.

The preliminary analysis in [2] explained the meaning of the Electric
Diagrams, and gave the essential of troubleshooting activity as far as using the
diagrams is concerned. In order to get a better understanding of the visual
search part of troubleshooting activity, some experimental data is needed.
This would help to identifying the bottlenecks that a hybrid guided search
system is expected to overcome.

As the original diagrams are quite domain-specific, direct experiments are
likely to provide poor information because the subject might be frightened or
repelled by the images, if he (she) is not simply bored by their lack of natural
references. A testable diagram model would be useful.

The experiments would provide hints to design the final hybrid
visualization system. Its main purpose is to optimize the usage of the reader's
perceptual channels.

Section 2 below gives a review of the complexity attached to each
component, then gives the characteristics (but not yet the definition) of
testable model. Section 3 revisits the tasks, and gives a sketch of the
experimental program, along with some hints on the possible exploitation of
the data. Section 4 explains the spirit of the approach.
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2. Characteristics of the testable model
2.1, Why a testable model?

As explained in [2], troubleshooting involves reading diagram, developing
strategy, memorizing advances, and performing logical deduction. The
diagrams represent the information source. They are used to look for itams,
but also to look for item properties, to support memorization, and to support
logical deduction.

As some of these tasks require troubleshooting or electric knowledge,
anonymous subjects cannot be used to examine them all. Training 'jh& subject
to the domain would take time and is likely to be a cause of boredom. A
testable model must therefore be developed for any user to easily perform
troubleshooting-like tasks. It would transpose the troubleshooting activity
into some easy to understand and motivating one, for which search tasks
would be similar.

It is wise to use the testable model at least as possible: the real model (or a
real-looking one) must be used as long as it is suitable for beginners, so that
the experimental results guarantee to hold true for the real problem.

2.2. Removing the domain-specific background

This section reexamines the tasks bound to each electric component, as listed
in [2]. The goal is to determine what kind of feature does the testable model
need to represent, independently from any technical reference.

• Power source

• A power source is often a goal or a starting point for path following. A
node is active if and only if it is connected to a power source.

- The failure of a power source is rarely a troubleshooting motive, at
least in the sense described in [2], because they have their own alarm
signals. As they are necessary for the rest of the system, they appear
on quite every page. They can be considered as the roots of the electric
graph.

• The testable model must feature some kind of graph ending points to
serve as goals and as frontiers.

•Plug

- A plug signals the end of a continuous connection (a wire). When a
socket for another device, its number can tell what its electrical
activation means. The number also permits to find the plug's actual
location on the site.
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- As far as understanding the behavior of the system is concerned, the
plug number is only useful when the plug is a socket for another
device. In this case the number tells the function of the socket (see for
instance relay contacts plug numbering policy in [2] section 3.1.5). The
function can also be derived from the shape of the symbol, except for
command and report actuator units, where no drawing distinguishes
the sockets.

Being able to remember and interpret the plug numbering policies
is a matter of training, so all the symbols can be given a shape telling
the function of their sockets. However, it is not clear whether this
redundancy adds to the ease of read, nor what is the most salient and
useful, between the shape and the number, for the trained user.

- The testable model must show symbols with several sockets, each
having a specific effect on the state of the component. Every
component will have a shape telling the role of its sockets. In a
secondary study, it would be interesting to measure the effects of the
redundancy between the symbol's shape and the sockets numbering
standards.

• Sensor

- A sensor is often a goal or a starting point for path following, as it is
an end node for the system. It is also a place where a hypothesis can
be made, when the status of the associated device is unknown.

- It is an entry point for the system, upon which the system has no
control. The reader only has to remember the status of the sensor,
that will remain in effect during all the inquiry. The status of the
sensors reflects the state of the machinery that the reader is figuring
out progressively.

- The testable model must feature symbols whose status depends on
some external world's state so that the reader must progressively
develop an image of this external world.

• Actuator (command and report)

- They are very similar to those of a sensor, except that command and
report units often come in pairs, for the same external device, so the
.reader often jumps from one element to the other (under normal
conditions, the report is expected to show the effects of the
command).

- Command and report units make pairs of components, just as a relay
contact and its magnet. But the peer's location is not shown on the
diagram, and must be found from the indexing information (that is
not either present on the page).
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- Due to closeness to sensor and relay features, there is no need for a
specific representation in the testable model. Note however that the
indeterminacy of the peer's location will be lost as a complexity.

• Relay (command and contacts)

- From a contact, one must find the corresponding magnet, or vice
versa. The actual state of the contacts must be kept in mind once they
are known.

- The relays are responsible for much reading complexity because they
constitute a separate causal graph that is not drawn on the diagrams.
This secondary graph must be walked using the indexing information
given on the same page.

- The testable model must feature components expressing a non drawn
causal network.

• Arrow

- An arrow is traversed during path following. It has no proper
electrical behavior. The matching arrow must be found on the
designated page.

- Arrows are used to make the diagrams fit the size of the page, or to
display separate functions on separate pages. They are full part of the
wiring graph.

- As the large number of pages is essential to reading complexity,
arrows will exist in the testable model.

• Alarm (Same argument than for the power sources.)

• Push-button

- A button is and end node of the system, thus an extremity for path
following.

- Identical to a sensor.

- Identical to a sensor.

2.3. Necessary features of the model

On the basis of the analysis performed above and in [2], the testable model
must show these features:

• it looks like a graph
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• the subject will be asked to perform a task that involves some kind of
graph traversal,

• it is drawn on several pages, using off-page continuation symbols, so as
to also look like a maze,

• the graph has specific ending nodes,

• some nodes have a binary state, meaning that they can block the
traversal of the graph at their location,

• a node blocks (or allows) traversal if:

- one of its incoming arcs is (or is not) reachable from one of the
endpoints,

- some other associated node is (or is not) reachable from one of the
endpoints,

- it is said so in the initial statement,

• it must be at least as meaningful to the subject as an Electric Diagram is
to the skilled operator,

• it must be attractive so that the subject willingly performs the required
tasks.
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3. Sketch of the experimental program
Many experiments are described here. This list does not take into account the
available time frame, nor the eventuality that a similar experiment has
already been reported in the literature.

3.1. Three classes of tasks

From the task classification given in [2], only three classes are considered now.
All the visual search tasks that use graphical information outside of any

understanding of the electric system will be called "Individual Search Tasks",
or 1ST. The search goal is fully known at the beginning of the task, it does not
change as the task is performed. 1ST are of course the natural candidates to be
examined with a real-looking model. They are:

• find a component by name, from index information

• find a component by name, inside a definite set of pages

• extract the component references from a comment

• extract the component reference from a component label

• look for a specific reference in a comment, or in a series of comments

• find the matching reference arrow

• is a path leading to some specific area

• is a path leading closer to a specific component

• is a path graphically simple, or complex

• consider all the components on the same (linear) path

• consider all the components on several branches in a path

AU the visual search tasks that require some technical knowledge will be
called "Composite Search Tasks", or CST. One such task includes several
search goals, "aborated as the task is performed. CST could be made of CST
and of some information integration over space. The subject cannot be
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assumed to possess or learn this technical skill for the time of the experiment.
This is the purpose of the testable model to provide a mean to experiment
with these tasks, putting them at the subject's reach just as the real ones are
for the skilled technician. The nature of the tasks would not be changed, only
the background is. The CST are:

• find the comment associated to a component

« find the components that are affected by a status change for another
component (drawn and non-drawn physical link)

• find the component that triggers another component

• find the components that are triggered by another component

• find the components that are subparts from the same unit

• is a path leading closer to any component that serves a specific function

• is a path electrically simple, or complex

• does a comment express a relationship to some function

Diagrams are not only a place to look for information. They are also used
as a visual support for the reasoning processes: deduction, memory, and
strategy. This can only be studied through the performance of "Full Tasks", or
FT, that involve the entire set of operations. FT are not basically visual but
they are still part of troubleshooting. FT could be made of 1ST and of some
information integration over both space and time. The testable model will be
used to experiment with these.

3.2. Experimental objectives

The work is cut into three distinct pieces devoted respectively to 1ST, CST,
and FT. Only the first one (EPl) is described any further in this document (see
next section).

The assumption is that the experimental data that is needed to evaluate the
complexity of troubleshooting can be extracted from the partial results gotten
from each partial study.

Phase 1: Isolated Search Tasks
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Experiments (EPl):
Experiments must be conducted to measure the complexity of
performing the most simple tasks, namely the 1ST. Real-looking
diagrams will be used. Ideally, this would give, for each selected task,
an individual measure of the reaction time, of the error rate, along
with the identification of the relevant factors on the rating.

Design (DPI):
The resulting data and factors from EPl could give directions to
determine which 1ST deserve the more visual help, and under which
form.

Experiments (EPl'):
Re-run some of the experiments from EPl, in order to verify the
impact of the visual assistance on the subject's efficiency with 1ST.

Phase 2: integration of search tasks over space

Experiments (EP2):
Study the CST with the testable model. CST do not necessarily require
complex 1ST to be performed.

Design (DP2):
The resulting data and factors from EP2 could give directions to
determine which CST deserve the more visual help, and under
which form.

Experiments (EP21):
Re-run some of the experiments from EP2, to evaluate the impact of
the visual help.

Phase 3: integration of search tasks over space and time

Experiments (EPS):
Measure the complexity of some FT, compare it with the summed
complexity of the CST they involve.

Design (DP3):
If the FT complexity is greater than the sum, then there is something
to be done to help the subject handling the information. This is the
purpose of this design phase.

Experiments (EP31):
Measure the individual and the collective improvement offered by
the products of DP2 and DPS.
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3.3. EPl: Isolated Search Tasks

The objective is to experiment separately with bare visual search tasks, out of
any global troubleshooting activity. Real looking symbols and diagrams
will be used.

1. find a component by name/ from index information:
The subject is asked to tell whether a certain symbol is present on the

page at a given location. The answer is "present or absent". The location
to be examined is given as a pre-display cue (it simulates the use of
coordinate indexes on the page).

Possible factors are: display load, variety of symbols, presence of
connections, presence of labels, presence of a box around the symbol.

2. find a component by name, inside a definite set of pages:
Same experiment as the previous one, without pre-display cue.

3. extract the component references from a comment:
The subject is asked to tell whether any comment, on the top of the

display, contains the reference (string of text) that is written in the center
of the page.

Possible factors are: text orientation for comments, horizontal distance
from the middle page text.

4. look for a specific reference in a comment, or in a series of comments:
Seems to be the same as above.

5. extract the component reference from a component label:
The subject is asked to tell if some component on the page bears the

given label.
Possible factors are: average distance between components, relative

position of the label and of the symbol.

6. find the matching reference arrow:
An off-page arrow is highlighted on the first page. The subject reads

the arrow's label (column number and arrow number) and the arrow's
column number. The subject is asked to tell if the matching arrow can be
found on the second page. It is the same task as finding a component by
name, except that no pre-display clue is given: the subject must use the
coordinate system, both on the origin and on the destination page.

As the professionals say this operation is one of the main sources of
mistake, trying another labeling logic can also be considered.

10
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7. consider all the components on the same path:
The subject is asked to tell whether the two highlighted components

are on the same path (the components are on the same page, the
components are supposed here to create connections between all their
sockets).

Possible factors: presence of branches, crossing paths, presence of labels.

11
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4. Return on the project's objectives
This section adds to the conclusion of [2].

Some of the tasks listed in section 3.1, if not all, might require no visual
search aid. It would be enough to tell the display system what is the current
path to follow, or what component is looked for. The system would scan its
database and would display a diagram where the path, or the desired
component, is identified by a different drawing color or thickness.

We do not want to explore this way for two reasons. The first one is that it
would require a heavy dialogue between the user and the system. Unless the
system can guess the user's plans, the user would have to instruct the system
of every task for which he needs assistance. The most likely effect is that the
system's assistance would be left unused.

The second reason is that we would like to address the question at the
image perception and understanding level. This implies considering the
shape as weU as the meaning of the images, and trying to figure out what
actually the subject has to do to find or to elaborate the desired information.
Among the subtasks, some are likely to take advantage from the system's
help, some are not. This fine grain analysis is the goal of all the experiments.
In other words, the image, i.e. the system, has to adapt to the reader's
perceptual abilities and disabilities. It is very important that both are
considered, otherwise the user would have the feeling that the system is
wasting his intelligence. There is surely some improvement to be achieved in
the usage of the perceptual channels.

This approach does not exclude, nor denies the usefulness of automated
deduction or information searching tools for troubleshooting. All we say is
that these two approach occur at distinct levels in the whole process of
troubleshooting. We explore here the lower levels, trying to keep as much as
possible from what the human can do, and filling the holes with the help of a
computer. The resulting hybrid system could be thought of a brick assembly
(peaks and holes on each side), rather than of a flat assembly. We hope this
would help global effectiveness.

12
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Note: A single subject ran all the experiments, for a very small number of trials, and the
subject is the author. Not only the collected data show important learning effects, but it
is also likely that the subject is generally overtrained. For these reasons, statistical
significance was not assessed for any of the hypotheses that are discussed here.

This is just a pilot work where we look for directions to choose the experiments that
would be studied in more detail. All the "results" and the discussions should be trusted
accordingly.

Abstract
Electrical Diagrams are read by technicians to troubleshoot complex electric systems. A
diagram is typically made of a hundred of pages/ each featuring dozens of symbols and
text captions. Results from the research in visual attention and visual search suggest
that the technician might benefit from the help of a computer as early as reading the
diagrams is concerned. As a preliminary step towards that goal, one needs to know
whether the complex stimuli that make up a technical diagram are still examinable with
the tools of visual search. The experiments presented here suggest that 1) symbol
recognition can be done within a time frame that enters the usual bounds for much
simpler stimuli, 2) symbol search within a set of distractor symbols can be very fast
when some clues are available, 3) symbol search can be very difficult in some confusing
configurations. This leads to the hope that the reading problem can be usefully
addressed with the tools and ideas of visual search.

1ThC author is a Visiting Fellow at Brigham & Women's Hospital, on temporary leave from
Electricité de France, Direction des Etudes et Recherches, l av. du Gnral de Gauiie, 92141 damait, France.
This work is being conducted at the Visual Psychophysics laboratory, Center for Ophthalmic Research,
221 Longwood Ave., Boston, MA 02115, USA. email: laurent.ponthieu@der.edf.fr
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Figure F_l: one page from a real FJectrical Diagram. On the top, one can see the coordinate system
(letters A through M) then several captions that describe the components. On the bottom, there is
the page title and reference number. The central part shows the wires (horizontal and vertical
solid lines) and the components. The horizontal dotted lines are related to the physical location of
the components and can be ignored here. The layout tries to align the components on a virtual
grid. From top to bottom, left to right, the first Tine" of components are, for this example, off-page
arrows (AR); the second line shows three sensors (SE), one push-button (PB), one sensor again,
then two relay contacts (NORC); the third line contains AR and NORC; the last line contains six
relay magnets (RM).
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1. Introduction
This work is part of the HYVIS project, where the objective is to design and evaluate
efficient display procedures for technical data. The data consists of lots of diagrams that
are used for a specific task.

The present work suggests that the Visual Search and the Guided Search paradigms
could be the right tools to use for the HYVTS project. Experiment one suggests that
symbol recognition can be done within a time frame that enters the usual bounds for
much simpler stimuli. Experiment two suggests that symbol search within a set of
distractor symbols can be very fast when some dues are available, and that symbol
search can be very difficult when some text reading is involved.

1.1. Electrical system troubleshooting

An Electrical Diagram shows the implementation of a system. A system is made with
simple dedicated components that exchange information through wires. Usually, the
system is too large to fit on a single page, and is broken into up to a hundred pages,
linked by off-page reference signs. Figure F_l shows one page from a real diagram.

Troubleshooting takes place after a failure condition is notified. The technician
starts from components listed in the failure notification arid explores the electric paths.
The goal is to find a component whose normal behavior contradicts the current
observations. Troubleshooting is more or less like walking into a maze: one must find a
way through and remember any previous inferences. From an earlier study of the
troubleshooting activity (Ponthieu, 1993), we know that it involves three kind of visual
tasks:

• Individual Search Tasks, or 1ST: graphical information is used outside of any
understanding of the electric system. The search goal is fully known at the
beginning of the task, it does not change as the task is performed. Examples are:
find a component by name, from index information, look for a specific reference in
a caption, or in a series of captions, consider all the components on the same path.

• Composite Search Tasks, or CST: graphical information is used in conjunction with
some domain-specific knowledge. They involve several search goals, elaborated as
the task is performed. CST could be made of 1ST and of some information
integration over space. Examples are: find the caption associated to a component,
find the components that are affected by a status change in another component,
find the components that are subparts from the same unit

• Full Tasks, or FT: graphical information is used as a visual support for the
reasoning processes. They use diagrams to perform deduction, to retrieve previous
inferences, and to develop strategy. FT could be made of 1ST and of some
information integration over both space and time. Examples are: ascertain tiie
actual electrical status of a component, return to the last hypothesis that was made,
try to get closer to a previously encountered location.
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1.2, Visual Search and Guided Search

Visual Search has explored the deployment of attention when searching for a target
item among distractor items within an image. Experimental data shows that visual
features, such as color or orientation/ can attract attention towards the target item faster
than a sequential examination of the items would. The attraction strength depends on
how many features distinguish the target from the distractor, and on how many
features are the target and the distractors alike. Under Guided Search model (Wolfe,
Cave & Franzel/1989)/ each feature turns to be an independent source of information for
guidance. Featural information is assumed to be available preattentively, and it has
been proved that several of these sources can be processed at the same time.

When the target is defined by a unique feature (such as search for a red 1X' among
green 'X's), search is said to be "parallel" because the target can be found in a time that
slowly increases with the number of distractors that surround the target (Treisman &
Gelade, 1980). Guidance is very strong and Reaction Time (RT) is said to be
independent of Set Size (SS).

Search for conjunctions (such as search for a red vertical bar among red horizontal
and green vertical bars) are more difficult There is no single feature that defines the
target and information from color and orientation must be combined. However/ as both
the red locations and the vertical locations are more likely to contain the target than the
other locations, the search is not random. Attention is "guided" by both color and
orientation information (Wolfe, Cave & Franzel/1989). As a result, RT rises moderately
with set size (between 5 and 20 ms/item for target-present displays, less than double for
target-absent displays).

When no featural information is available (eg., a search for a letter T among letters
L), attention is deployed from item to item in an apparent random manner, and search
is said to be "serial" (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Treisman & Gelade/1980). In that case,
Reaction Time rises steeply with Set Size (more than 20 ms/item for target-present
displays, about double for target-absent displays).

1.3. Computer assistance for visual search: the HYVIS project

Troubleshooting an electrical system from a hundred of diagram pages is not easy, even
for the skilled technician. Professionals never complain about the complexity of their
specific domain: they only think that the system is somewhat too large (and not too
complex), or Ûiat the diagrams are too easy to get lost in.

The HYVIS project aims at designing a computer display system for diagrams that
would improve the efficiency and the reliability of troubleshooting. HYVIS will apply
ideas originated in experimental observations on the performance of human visual
search. For ISTs, HYVIS would make the target item easier to find, whatever that item is:
because ISTs are changing so frequently/ the system must not require user input
whenever the task is switched. It is better to provide an image that is just easier to read,
and yet still require some reading effort from the user, than to provide a system that
would directly lead to the desired item upon specific instruction from the subject For
this topic, HYVIS concentrates on the search performance for a single item, within a
diagram page. For the CSTs, the goal is to make inter-item relations easier to estimate.
As much as possible, HYVTS will try to keep to the "lowest user input" constraint For
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the FTs/ the system would try to improve the role of the diagram as a support for
building the mental model of the electrical system.

From an applicative standpoint, the main question that HYVIS addresses is: "How
far can a system help a viser without doing the user's job?". The goal is not to perform
diagnosis, nor to assist diagnosis in a pre-compiled manner, but only to assist the user
walking the diagrams. The user is clever, the system is only cooperative. HYVIS does not
exclude nor denies the usefulness of automated deduction or information searching
tools for this kind of application. All that is said is that these two approaches occur at
distinct levels in the whole process of troubleshooting. We explore here the lower levels,
dose to the image perception, trying to keep as much as possible from what the human
can do, and filling the holes with the help of a computer. Supporting troubleshooting
reasoning is seen as a.later need.

2. Experiment one: Symbol recognition
2.1. Question

How much time does it take to recognize a symbol, or to distinguish one symbol from
another?

Symbol recognition seems to be the most basic task that one can find. Looking at
figures F_l and F_2, one can see that the components are not isolated one from each
other (the solid lines on figure F_l join the components that are electrically connected,
the dotted lines join those that lie on the same circuitboard) and that the graphical
information is quite heavy (there is a form that identifies the component's type, its plugs
are numbered, a label gives a reference number or an additional information about its
function). Despite the complexity of these stimuli, can we observe "normal" visual
performance?
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Figure F_2: (a) A relay contact: the component's type is given by the thick vertical bar siding the two
plugs, the four lines of text to its left are reference information. Cb) A sensor: here the symbol is
bounded by a dotted box, the internal plugs are numbered, the upper line of text adds a comment
to the behavior of the sensor, the lower one is a reference number.

The current experiment studies item recognition outside of any search process (see
the pre-display cue below). Why? When searching for a specific component on a page,
attention is moved around to possible target locations, then the current location is
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examined to tell whether the component is here. As diagram pages possess a coordinate
system for quick localization (see figure FJI)7 search for a component can be limited to a
small area inside the whole page. More, it is likely that the attentional mechanisms
already deal with paris of an item recognition process, thus producing some
information that would help final assessment.

This is also why the RTs measured in this experiment would be a lower bound
(upper in terms of performance) for the time it takes to find a similar component in any
condition.
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Figure F_3: A simulated diagram used in the experiments. The vertical alignment of the symbols is

usual in real diagrams. Real diagrams can bear horizontal connections that are not simulated
here. The diagrams used in the experiments feature between 4 and 20 symbols.

2.2. Method

Two conditions are tested. Ih the alike condition (test Tl), the target does not resemble
any of the distractors. In the different condition (test T3), the target does. For the alike
condition, ihe target is NORC, the distractors are NOPB, NCPB, SE, WI (see figure F_4);
for the different condition, the target is NORC, the distractors are AR, RM, CM, WI (see
figure F_5).

Ih both conditions, the subject is shown a random-size display that mimics a real
electrical diagram (see example in figure F_3). Symbols are vertically aligned,
connected, and packed (there is no hole between two symbols). Prior to the display of
the diagram, a pre-display cue (a circle with a vertical cross inside) is flashed (for
150 ms) to indicate the location to examine: if a target-present display is to come, then
the target will be at that location. The subject must tell (yes or no) whether the target is
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present
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Figure F_4: Items for the dike condition of the two experiments. The subject looks for a normally
open relay contact (NORC) among push-buttons (NOPB and NCPB), sensors (SE), and wires
(WD. Push-buttons do resemble the relay contacts: they are the main distractor category. Wires
are solely designed to add space to the simulated diagram (one out of four distractor locations are
empty).
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Figure F_5: Items for the different condition of the two experiments. The subject looks for a normally
open relay contact (NORQ among off-page arrows (AR), relay magnets (RM), command units
(CM) and wires (WI). The target looks different from any of the distractors. Wires are solely
designed to add space to the simulated diagram (one out of four distractor locations are empty).

375 trials were collected for the alike condition, 300 for the different condition. Half of
the trials are target-present, or target, trials, half are target-absent, or blank. Only the
correct answers were kept for the subsequent analyses.

2.3. Results

Figure F_6 summarizes the data collected during that experiment.

alike condition (Tl)

The error rate is 3 %, there are 60 points for each condition on average.
The reaction time does not show evidence for dependency with set size, nor with

the presence of the target: the mean blank RT is 460 ms, the mean target RT is 463 ms,
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and the maximum difference between two set sizes is 25 ms. RT fits a log-normal
distribution (In(RT - 260) is close to gaussian).

The reaction time averages to 460 ms with a standard deviation of 100 ms.

different condition (T3)

The error rate is 2 %, there are 49 points for each condition on average.
Separately for the blank and for the target trails/ the reaction time does not show

evidence for dependency with set size (a linear regression yields a very small slope
factor, around 1 ms/item).

RT is slightly faster for target trials/ by only 27 ms on average (that is to say target
trials are 6.3 % faster than blank trials). However, target RT are faster than blank RT at
all set sizes. RT fits a log-normal distribution On(RT - 279) is close to gaussian). The
reaction time averages to 407 ms.

The mean RT for the different condition is 12 % smaller than for the alike condition.
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Kgure F_6: Summary data for experiment one. It suggests that the different condition yields slightly
faster RTs, especially for the target trials.

2.4. Discussion

For a pre-display cue experiment, the independence with respect to set size is not a
surprise. Recall that the cue is displayed a the same location as the target, if any.

Is there any reason for the target RTs to be faster than the blank RT for the different
condition only? In the different condition, the target is characterized by the presence of a
very simple form (the thick vertical bar). While in the alike condition, the target is
characterized by the absence of a small square attached to the middle of the bar. It has
been observed that searches for the presence of a characteristic are faster than searches
for the absence of that characteristic (Treisman & Souther, 1985), and this might be the
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case here.
This experiment allows to conjecture that individual component recognition can be

performed between 400 and 500 ms, depending on target and distractor similarity,
which is fairly consistent with the usual magnitudes of 400 ms for motor programming
plus 50 ms for item examination and decision.

3. Experiment two: Finding a symbol
3.1. Question

Is it a difficult task to find a symbol within a page?
Symbols are sometimes searched at random inside a page, without using the

coordinate system, because reading and remembering the coordinates would add to the
load of the task A symbol can be searched by shape only (for instance when it is the
only one of this kind on the page), or by shape and label (when it is not alone in its
category).

This experiment examines symbol search among several distractors when the
possible location of the target is not given to the subject. As the previous experiment
suggests that symbol recognition can be performed really fast, the present one will give
an initial.measure of the symbol search complexity.

3.2. Method

Three conditions are tested. In the alike condition (test T5), the subject has to find a
symbol from given type within a set of resembling distractors. In the different shape
condition (test TT), the same task is to be performed, but the distractors do not resemble
the target anymore. Finally, in the label condition (test TlO), the subject must find the
symbol that has both the right type and the right label. In all conditions, the subject is
shown a random-size display that munies a real electrical diagram. Symbols are
vertically aligned and connected. For the alike condition, the target is NORC, the
distractors are NOPB, NCPB, SE, WI (see figure F_4); for the different shape condition, the
target is NORC, the distractors are AR, RM, CM, WI (see figure F_5); for the label
condition, the target is NORCl, the distractors are NORC2, NORC3, AR and WI (see
figure F_7).
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Egure F_7: Items for the labd condition of «jçefùnent two. The subject looks for a normally open
relay contact (NORCl) that has the correct fabel information "104/003UR". Distractors are relay
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contacts with different labels (NORC2 and NORC3), off-page arrows (AR), and wires (WD. Only
the label distinguishes the target from the distractors. Wires are solely designed to add space to
the simulated diagram (one out of four distractor locations are empty).

Each run consists in 4 blocks of 15 trials each. Five runs were performed for each
condition. Only the correct answers were kept for the subsequent analyses.

3.3. Results

alike condition (TS)

The error rate is less than 2 %, there are 61 points for each condition on average. Here
the reaction time do depend on target presence and on set size. The slopes are
31 ms/item for target trials (intercept at 550 ms) and 55 ms/item for blank trials
(intercept at 550 ms). The blank slope to target slope ratio is 1.8.

different shape condition CT7)

The error rate is 2.3 %, there are 86 points for each condition on average. The slopes are
2.6 ms/item for target trials (intercept at 450 ms) and 8.5 ms/item for blank trials
(intercept at 470 ms). The blank slope to target slope ratio is 33.

label condition (TlO)

The error rate is 3.4 %, there are 85 points for each condition on average. The slopes are
56 ms/item for target trials (intercept at 730 ms) and 120 ms/item for blank trials
(intercept at 520 ms). The slope ratio is 2.1.
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Figure F_8: Summary data for experiment two. Guidance seems to be strong for the different
condition only/ the two others appearing as "serial".
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3.4. Discussion

For the "shape search" (first two conditions), only the different condition appears as
guided. The target is then a relay contact: it is the only item that possess a thick vertical
bar. The uniqueness of this 'thick verticality' could be the origin of the guidance, in the
size or in the luminance domain. The slope ratio of 1.8 for the alike condition is not
anomalous with respect to the theoretical value of 2.0 for serial searches. The slope ratio
for the different condition is less usual: does it mean that the subject needs to return to
previously rejected locations (on blank trials), or is it simply due to the poor sampling of
that experiment?

The label condition looks serial and there is nothing very surprising about that.
When compared to the alike condition, which is supposed to be the hardest of the

shape searches, the label condition appears to be at least twice as difficult The subject's
impression is that attention is moved sequentially to every relay contact location where
the label is then read. While in the alike condition, that feeling was absent. This raises a
question that will not be addressed here: how can we prove that some guidance i s
nevertheless available in the alike condition?

Note: All the slopes have been computed with respect to the number of symbols on
the screen, which amounts, in this design, to the area of the simulated diagram. The
actual number of distractors is perhaps less than that, because the wires (see symbol WI
in figures F_4, F_5 and F_7) could constitute locations that are never examined. If this is
true, all the slopes must be scaled by a factor of 2. But this might still be inaccurate, for
we don't know for instance whether the arrows (see symbol AR in figure FJT) should be
ignored for the label condition, too.

4. Conclusion
Even with complex images such as (simulated) technical diagrams, one can observe
visual search performances that remind of classical observations.

Symbol recognition can be done within a time frame that enters the usual bounds
for much simpler stimuli. Even in the worst case of target and distractor similarity, the
mean reaction time for target recognition is between 400 and 500 ms. This is when the
target is presented at a random location, and when that location is flashed to the subject
with a pre-display cue.

Some target vs. distractor configurations can yield very strong guidance. Reaction
times that are nearly independent from set size (less than 3 ms per item on target trials)
have been obtained for standard searches inside an entire diagram page when the target
bears distinctive geometric forms. It suggests, as the symbol recognition condition does,
that only a subpart of the graphical information is processed: not every piece of the
symbol acts as a possible target or distractor. The search complexity could be reduced
because information is processed in a way that takes advantage of its structural
properties.

Of course there are cases when the target looks like some of the distractors, and
then the slopes are quite steep (about 30 ms per item for target trials), suggesting the
occurrence of a "serial search". When the shape information is useless, that is, when the
target can be found only by reading the label attached to it, then the slopes are even
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steeper (about 60 ms per item for target trials). Reading labels seems to be the most
difficult and confusing task.

For the HYVIS project, all this means that label reading, then shape disambiguation,
are the first two points to address in the Individual Search Task domain.
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Abstract
Electrical Diagrams are read by technicians to troubleshoot complex electric systems.
A diagram is typically made of one hundred pages, each featuring dozens of symbols
and text captions. Results from research in visual attention and visual search
suggest that the technician might benefit from the help of a computer as early as
reading the diagrams is concerned. The principle of a hybrid visual system is to
display the information in a manner that best exploits the abilities of the human
visual system. As a preliminary step towards this goal, we experimented with two
visual tasks that are part of reading the diagrams. For each, one or more means of
improving reading were tried. One experiment shows that when some (simple) text
reading is involved, the textual information can be receded so as to dramatically
improve the search performance. Both experiments show, through a negative and
rather unexpected result, that the subjects can easily limit their search to the
subparts of the symbols that are relevant for their task. This leads to the hope that
the reading problem can be usefully addressed with the tools and the ideas of visual
search.

1THe author is a Visiting Fellow at Brigham & Women's Hospital, on temporary leave from
Electricité de France, Direction des Etudes et Recherches, 1 av. du Général de Gaulle, 92141 Clamart,
France. This work is being conducted at the Visual Psychophysics laboratory, Center for Ophthalmic
Research, 221 Longwood Ave., Boston, MA 02115, USA. email: laurent.ponthieu@der.edf.fr
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Introduction
The goal

It is not easy, even for the skilled technician, to troubleshoot an electrical system
documented through a hundred of wiring diagrams. Professionals don't complain
about the complexity of troubleshooting in itself; they only think that the system is
too large, and consequently that the diagrams are too easy to become lost in.

The HYVIS project (Hybrid Visualization System for Technical Diagrams) aims
at designing an electronic display system that would improve the efficiency and the
reliability of troubleshooting by making the diagrams easier to read and to
apprehend. HYVIS is both a design technique and an evaluation technique for
technical displays. HYVIS applies ideas and experimental procedures originated in
research on human visual search and attentional preformance. HYVIS is also
expected to benefit from some knowledge of how mental models and visual stimuli
relate for these specific tasks. In its current state of development, HYVIS has only
experienced with visual search performance for a limited task category (see section
below on feature receding).

For instance, if the current task is to look at individual components, HYVIS
would try to maximize inter-category salience so as to restrict the area to be searched;
if the current goal is to follow a path, the system would display attributes
representing connected subgroups as computed by the machine.

HYVIS operates under the following constraints, or guidelines:

• The layout of the diagrams is defined by engineering standards that must be
respected. However, some variations or additions are allowed, as long as the
original shapes and layout are preserved.

• The technician is driving the inquiry; the computer is only providing
assistance for diagram reading and understanding. This project does not
address automated diagnosis and rather concentrates on image perception and
understanding, as the place from where everything starts.

• The amount of user input, for a certain task category, should be kept to a
minimum depending on both the human capability for that task ("if the
human can do it, then the computer must not help") and on the rate at which
such a task changes ("if the task changes often, then it should require no input
at all").
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Figure F_l: One page from a real Electrical Diagram. On the top, one can see the coordinate system
(letters A through M) then several captions that describe the components. On the bottom, there
are the page tide and reference number. The central part shows the wires (horizontal and
vertical solid lines) and the components. The horizontal dotted lines are related to the
physical location of the components and can be ignored here. The layout tries to align the
components on a virtual grid. In this example, from top to bottom and left to right, the
components are: only off-page arrows (AR) — first line; three sensors (SE), one push-button
(FB), one sensor again, men two relay contacts (NORC) - second line; AR and NORC - third
line; six relay magnets (RM) -last line.
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The material

The Electrical Diagram used here show the implementation of an automaton. Such
a system is made with simple dedicated components that exchange information
through wires. Usually, the system is too large to fit on a single page, so it is broken
into up to a hundred pages, linked by off-page reference signs. Figure F_l shows one
page from a real diagram.

Troubleshooting takes place after a failure condition is notified. The technician
starts from components listed in the failure notification and explores the electric
paths. The goal is to find a component whose normal behavior contradicts the
current observations. The useful information for the troubleshooter can be explicit,
implicit or absent from the diagrams. Symbols or comments are explicit, localized
information. The existence of an electrical path between two components is explicit
too, but is distributed, since the extremities are at different locations. Implicit
information can be elaborated only by knowing how the components work: a
complex unit can be split into several components with no drawn links in between,
but there is a functional dependency among the subparts. Finally, any observation
from the real world, as well as any inference performed so far is absent from the
diagrams.

Explicit,

Useful information is —

Implicit,

localized• distributed
elements relationships

technical
knowledge

or Absent.

external inferences
world

A is off A is
probably
off

Figure F_2: Not all the useful information is readily accessible in the diagrams. Only component
location and relationships are explicit, the latter ones being distributed among several

, locations or even pages. Some relationships are not drawn and require domain knowledge to be
assessed. Of course, physical observations and inferences are not shown.

Troubleshooting is more or less like walking into a maze: one must find a way
through the diagrams and remember any previous inference. It gives rise to three
kinds of tasks, contrasting in how and why the diagrams are read (Ponthieu, 1993):
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• Individual Search Tasks (1ST) use explicit graphical information apart from any
understanding of the electric system. The search goal is fully known at the
beginning of the task, and it does not change as the task is performed. Examples
are: find a component by name, from index information, look for a specific
reference in a caption, or in a series of captions, consider all the components on
the same path.

• Composite Search Tasks (CST) use both explicit and implicit graphical
information in conjunction with some domain-specific knowledge. A CST
involves several search goals, elaborated as the task is performed. A CST could
be made of ISTs and of some information integration over space. Examples are:
find the caption associated to a component, find the components that are
affected by a status change in another component, find the components that are
subparts from the same unit.

• Full Tasks (FT) use all the graphical information as a visual support for the
reasoning processes. A FT uses diagrams to perform deduction, to retrieve
previous inferences, and to develop strategy. FTs could be made of ISTs and of
some information integration over both space and time. Examples are:
ascertain the actual electrical status of a component, return to the last
hypothesis that was made, try to get closer to a previously encountered
location.

The tools

Visual Search has explored the deployment of attention when searching for a target
item among distractor items within an image. Experimental data shows that visual
features, such as color or orientation, can attract attention towards the target item
faster than a sequential examination of the items would. The attraction strength
depends both on how many features distinguish the target from the distractor, and
on the number of shared features between the target and the distractors. Under
Guided Search model (Wolfe, Cave & Franzel, 1989; Wolfe 1994), each feature turns
to be an independent source of information for guidance. Featural information is
assumed to be available preattentively, and it has been proved that several of these
sources can be processed at the same time.

When the target is defined by a unique feature (such as search for a red 1X'
among green 'X's), search is said to be "parallel" because the target can be found in a
time that slowly increases with the number of distractors that surround the target
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Guidance is very strong and Reaction Time (RT) is said
to be independent of Set Size (SS).

Searches for conjunctions (such as search for a red vertical bar among red
horizontal and green vertical bars) are more difficult. There is no single feature that
defines the target and information from color and orientation must be combined.
However, as both the red locations and the vertical locations are more likely to
contain the target than the other locations, the search is not random. Attention is
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"guided" by both color and orientation information (Wolfe, Cave & Franzel, 1989).
As a result, RT rises moderately with set size (between 5 and 20 ms/item for target-
present displays, less than double for target-absent displays).

When no featural information is available (e.g., a search for a letter T among
letters L), attention is deployed from item to item in an apparent random manner,
and search is said to be "serial" (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). In
that case, Reaction Time rises steeply with Set Size (more than 20 ms/item for
target-present displays, about double for target-absent displays).

Towards a Hybrid Display Solution

In its present state, HYVIS only addresses the individual Search Tasks, where the
user is looking for explicit, localized information. We shall however observe that
this work is likely to be very useful for some Composite Search Tasks, where
technical knowledge enters the scene.

If the only ISTs were to search for symbols from categories A or B, it would be
helpful, and maybe enough, to draw all symbols from A in red and all symbols from
B in green. As color is one of the visual features that allow for parallel search, the
items from these categories would be found and distinguished in no time.
Considering there are more than two symbol categories (and inside one category, it
is sometimes important to distinguish the individuals), it is preferable to use
several "fast-processing" or "effortless" features (orientation, size, frequency,...) at
the same time.

This is one of the main ideas that define a hybrid search system: arrange, even
dynamically as the task changes, so that the target item is salient in comparison with
the undesired, distractor items. Among the techniques that can contribute to that
purpose, only one, feature receding, is experimented with here. It consists in
modifying the graphical attributes of an object so that the search for it can make
more use of preattentive information processing.

Two experiments

Each of these experiments addresses a specific Individual Search Task that occurs in
real situations. They are "Reaction Time versus Set Size" experiments: the subjects
were asked to tell whether one symbol (the target) was present or absent in images
that could contain other symbols (the distractors); the reaction time (RT) was
measured and evaluated with respect to the image size (or set size); the mean RT for
each set size is roughly a linear function of the set size; the slope of that function
characterizes the task complexity. Experiment 1 evaluates search for a symbol
defined by shape only, while Experiment 2 deals with shape and label. The latter task
is the most frequent 1ST in the real world. But since label reading is not undertaken
before a component from the right category is found, Expt 1 studies shape search
alone, and Expt 2 studies label search with little shape search involved.

The task complexity is measured on standard diagrams, then one or more
variations are tested. Expt 1 shows, through a negative and rather unexpected result,
that the subjects can easily sort the information by type so as to examine only the
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relevant subparts of the symbols. Expt 2 reproduces that result even more
surprisingly, then shows that a label can be efficiently receded by means of shape
and color, providing an insight on to what a hybrid system can be.

Experiment 1 - Search by shape
Methods

Models of real components were created for the purpose of this experiment (see
figure F_3). As much as possible, the original proportions of the symbols were
respected, as one can notice by comparing with figure F_l where a real diagram is
shown. The vertical wires, abutting to the symbol from top and bottom, simulated
an inter-symbol connection when symbols were stacked in a column. The target
symbol was always a "normally open relay contact" (NORC). The distractors were
chosen from three categories: the "off-page connectors" (AR), the relay magnets
(RM) and the "normally dosed relay contacts" (NCRC). In the real diagrams,
components from these four types occur with approximately the same relative
frequency, but they occur along with other, less frequent, categories that were not
used in this experiment. For this reason, and in order to add space to the diagrams,
vertical wires (WI) as high as any symbol were added as distractors. Images of size
2x2, 3x4 or 4x5 items (row x column) were formed by a uniform random choice from
the distractor set. The items were vertically aligned to form 2,4 or 5 columns of
connected components (see figure F_4). For half of the images, one distractor was
replaced by the target. The target locations were equally likely over the whole image.
In comparison with real diagrams, these simulated ones reproduced vertical
alignment, connectivity and approximate relative frequency of symbols. They did
not reproduce the horizontal connections, the dotted lines, the frame nor the
comments that are visible on figure FJL.
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Figure F_3: Models of real components used for Expt 1. The target is a "normally open relay
contact" (NORC). The distractors are: "off-page connector" (AR), "relay magnet" (RM) and
"normally closed relay contact" (NCRC). (a) The symbols are drawn white on black for the
standard shape task, (b) Jn the colored shape condition, three contrasting (triadic
complementary) colors are used: orange for the labels, light green for the component body,
violet for the wires and the plugs.

The target item (NORC) is very similar to one distractor item (NCRC, see
figure F_3): they are the only ones with the same large vertical bar. The other
distractors show more difference in. shape, and symbol WI, being a simple vertical
line aligned on the general vertical layout of the image, probably does not even
count as a distractor. But still it is difficult to define a "set size": does one symbol
count for one or for several items? As no convincing answer can be given to that
question without further work, it is assumed that the set size is equal to the number
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of locations on the screen multiplied by 3/4 (to account for WTs no-role), that is 3, 9
and 15. The "actual" slopes can then only be smaller than the ones reported here.

The purpose of the standard shape task was to measure the base complexity of a
search by shape when target versus distractor similarity is high. The symbols were
drawn in white on a dark background (see figure F_3(a)).'The only difference
between the target and the (principal) distractor was that the target had the vertical
bar to the right of the wire, while the distractor had it to the left. It is likely, but not
proven, that the symbol has to be considered as an assembly of subparts and the
subparts' relationships be examined.

In the colored shape condition, three contrasting colors were used (triadic
complementary): orange for the labels, light green for the component body, violet
for the wires and the plugs (see figure F_3(b)). This coloring scheme aims at making
easier the apprehension of the components' subparts, and at reducing the number of
locations to be examined (labels not informative for this task).

1017-1
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003CK
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103
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008D
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Figure F_4: A simulated diagram used in the experiments. The vertical alignment of the symbols is
usual in real diagrams. Real diagrams can bear horizontal connections that were not simulated
here. The diagrams used in the experiments featured between 4 and 20 symbols.

The subjects were shown a simulated diagram and were asked to tell whether
the target was present or not in that display. The target item and the distractor items
were shown before the experiment started; they remained the same throughout the
session. After each trial, the subjects were given feedback on their answer through
the display of a small sign in the center of the screen. This forced the subjects to
fixate at the screen center between each trial. The display field was 23 deg X 17 deg
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and the target could appear at any (equally probable) location within this field. The
images were kept on display until an answer was given. The experiments were run
on a Madid, running VSearch software (Enns, Ochs & Rensink, 1990). The subjects
were unaware about the goals of the experiment. All subjects had given informed
consent. Ten subjects ran 330 trials for each task. The first 30 trials of each task were
discarded as practice and only the correct answers were kept for further analysis.
Each subject performed all the tasks, but the order under which the tasks were
executed was varied.

Results and discussion

The results are presented in figure F_5 (recall that the slopes could be overestimated
due to the choice in counting the number of items). Contrary to what was expected,
the two tasks do not show any obvious difference. Both the target and the blank
slopes (averages of individual by-subject slopes) are not significantly different
between the two conditions (d.f.=9, I T I =0.82 and p=0.44 for the target slopes,
I T I =0.51 and p=0.62 for the blank slopes), and so are the intercepts. The slopes
average to 26 ms/item and to 98 ms/item for target and blank trials respectively. The
blank slope to target slope ratio averages to 3.6- for the standard shape task, it
averages to 4.6 for the colored shape task. They are both significantly different from 2
(d.f.=9, I T I >4.5 and p<0.002), which is the theoretical value for a serial self
terminating search (Chun & Wolfe, 1994).

The values of the target trial slopes suggest that the searches are "serial" with a
rate of approximately 50 ms/item (this is twice the target slope). High slope ratio
values could mean that the subject is extremely cautious when the target is absent
(note however that the error rate is about 1 %). The fact that the colored shape task is
not more efficient than the standard shape task suggests that the spatial cues can be
treated rather independently from the color cues. This can be instanced either by
saying that the spatial cues are sufficient to decompose items into subparts (stimuli
like these ones are hard to conceive as wholes and any search strategy is likely to
involve some sort of item decomposition), or by saying that the occurrence of
multiple heterogeneous colors does not lower the search performance.

However, the subjects judged the colored shape task as more "comfortable" than
the standard shape task, and this first one yields a smaller target slope (even if non
significantly smaller). Is this the conjunction of a purely subjective feeling (due to
the use of color) with a random experimental effect, or is coloring really making the
image easier to read, while at the same time adding complexity to some part of the
search process? More control experiments are needed to address this question.
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Figure F_5: Results for the standard shape and for the colored shape tasks. Although the subjects
reported more comfort for the second task, the slopes are not significantly smaller.

Experiment 2 - Search by label
Methods

This experiment used the same methods as the previous one, unless otherwise
noted. The subjects were asked to find a specific relay contact in an image that
contained other nearly identical relay contacts as distractors (see figure F_6(a)). The
target symbol was always a "normally open relay contact" (NORCl, label
"104/003UR"); the distractors could be: another relay contact (NORC2, label
"104/002UR", or NORC3, label "204/003UR") or an "off-page connector" (AR).
Vertical wires (WI) were added for reasons of spacing. As the target and the
distractors differed only by their labels, the tasks described here can be considered as
the most complex ones with respect to what can happen in real situations.
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Figure F_6: Models of real components used for Expt 2. The target is a "normally open relay
contact" (NORCl, label "104/003UR"). The distractors are: two other relay contacts (NORC2,
label "104/002UR", or NORC3, label "204/003UR") and an "off-page connector" (AR). (a) The
symbols are drawn white on black for the standard label task, (b) In the colored label task, the
subparts of the labels that served identification were drawn in bright green (boldface in this
figure), (c) In the receded label condition, the symbols were again entirely drawn in black and
white, but a small figure was added next to each. The figure recodes the label information in a
purely graphical way.

The purpose of the standard label task was to measure the base complexity of a
search by shape and label when target versus distractor similarity is the highest. The
symbols were drawn in white on a dark background (see figure F_6(a)). This task
amounts (not talking of the arrow that has a label but an irrelevant shape) to finding
the contact labeled "104/003UR" among other contacts labeled "104/002UR" and
"204/003UR".

Although a label is made of four lines of text, the first two were enough in this
example to distinguish the target from the distractors. More, only three characters
inside these two lines sufficed (this corresponds to a real case where the items would
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share enclosing units, or locations within their specific units). These three characters
were written with a contrasting, unique color for the colored label task, in order to
evaluate the effort devoted to extracting the relevant information within a symbol.

The language that must be read here is quite simple: five symbols (0,1,2,3,4), four
words (104,204,002,003), and the words can be ordered in only four ways. Such a
simple task might lead to large effects of training. Despite that apparent simplicity,
how would it compare to the equivalent task where the information is purely
graphical, and not textual at all? In the receded label task, quite all the information
contained in the label is receded with colors and shapes, through a small figure that
is added next to each contact. The figure is made with a thick rectangle that encloses
a matrix-like area (see figure F_7). The rectangle border color represents the unit
digit (2 or 3) of the relay main unit number (002 or 003), according to the standard
scheme in electrical engineering (black=0, brown=!, red=2, orange=3, yellow=4,
green=5, blue=6, violet=7, gray=8, white=9). Only the unit digit is represented, for it
is the most likely to vary within one page, and because coding more than ten
numbers is difficult if not useless. Inside the rectangle, one can see that one row and
one column are highlighted. The row number represents the sub-unit number
within the main unit, which is also the hundred number in the top line of the label.
The column rank represents the contact position within the sub-unit, which is
related to the rightmost digit in the top line of the label (first position is 3, second is
4, etc.). The intersection of the row and the column is drawn with a brighter color, so
that both the Unes and their intersection are visible.

sub-unit #1
-> first row

unit #2
->red

fyss/s/ss/ssss/sss/s/sssd.

\
contact #4
-> second column

MK2

104 = sub-unit #1,
contact #4

002UR = main unit #2

Figure F_7: In the receded label task, the component label is represented with a geometrical
figure. The enlargement shows the closest black and white equivalent to the actual figures that
were used. A color represents the main unit number, a shape represents the sub-unit and the
contact number.

Why such a representation? First, when stimuli tend to be complex
conjunctions of simpler graphical features, some sort of hierarchical organization
makes the search easier. This is especially true when the conjunction occurs within
the same feature (such as the search for a figure that has a red and a green part). In
that case, organizing the stimulus as a part surrounded by a whole (or anything else
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that can create a graspable object with subparts) can make the search much easier, as
easy as a two-feature conjunction search (Wolfe, Friedman-Hill & Bilsky, 1994). As
color and differences in color were used here to code for several informations, the
stimuli subparts were organized in shapes (row and column), then in shape
conjunctions (intersection of row and column), then in a part and a whole. This
representation is also intended to keep the drawing as close as possible to the mental
model of the component (this is intended for domain specialists). The real
(operating) relay contacts (numbered 3,4,5, 6) are arranged in rows where each
element of the row gets activated at the same time by the same command unit. Four
independent rows (numbered 100,200,300,400) are grouped on the same relay unit.
A relay unit is merely a box that gives its name (001UR, 002UR,...) to its
subcomponents. This is where the column by row by box color design comes from.

Results and discussion

The results are presented in figure F_8 (recall that the slopes could be overestimated
due to the choice in counting the number of items). The slopes for the standard label
task are 190 ms/item and 360 ms/item for target present and target absent trials
respectively. The slopes of the colored label task, although smaller, at 170 ms/item
and 320 ms/item, are not that different: the improvement (average drop of the slope
values from the standard label task) is only 11 % for both trial types, and only the
blank trial slope is significantly smaller. On the other hand, the recoded label task is
very different: its slopes are 66 ms/item and 140 ms/item, which represents an
improvement of 64 %. The blank slope to target slope ratio is in neither task
significantly different from 2 (d.f.=9, I T I >1.1, p>.2 for each task). The error rates are
2.3 %, 1.6 % and 0.9 % for the standard, colored and recoded tasks respectively. The
only significant difference between the error rates is that the recoded task error rate
is smaller than any other. The intercepts (of the slope line with the RT axis) do not
show statistical evidence for a dependency with the task (ANOVA: F(2,18)=0.33,
p=0.72).

The steep slopes and the 2:1 slope ratio suggest that all these tasks are serial self-
terminating searches. Despite the high slope values, the error rate is very small,
typically between O and 5 %. This is quite surprising for these difficult tasks, but can
be explained by saying that the subjects performed an exhaustive search among well-
isolated items. Thus the items were inspected and rejected in turn, with a very small
"revisiting rate" as they could easily be tagged. Supporting this argument, the slope
ratio is the highest for the recoded label task: because the subjects relied on more
information for reaching the target, they were more cautious when the target was
not found.

Just as in Expt 1, increasing the salience of the significant information does not
help a lot (compare the standard and the colored label tasks), although subjects
reported more comfort. It is even more striking here, as the spatial cues are dimmer:
the interesting subpart is embedded in strings where some irrelevant characters are
found, whereas in the previous experiment, the subpart stood by itself. The small
amount of improvement that still exists could reflect the time saved in accessing the
digits.
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The performance increase due to the introduction of the receding figures is
clear. Both the slopes and the error rates are three times smaller (we won't discuss
the error rates as they are very small). The subjects spontaneously described the
stimuli as a colored box with a cross-like shape inside. As one can imagine from
figure F_6, the receded label task amounted to search for the orange box with the
horizontal line on the top of the matrix, or, alternatively, for the orange box with
the bright smaller rectangle on the top Une. The color of the surrounding box
eliminates half of the distractors; the shape inside eliminates the other half but the
target. The search becomes a color by shape search where the color information does
not occur at the same place as the shape information.

Note that the receded label design might also help a (much harder) Composite
Search Task as "search for all the contacts that are parts of the same bigger unit",
which is quite frequent in troubleshooting.
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Figure F_8: Results for the label tasks. The standard and the colored label tasks are not very
different. The receded label task shows a strong increase in performance.
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General discussion
When troubleshooting a large electric system, the technician must find its way
through an equally large set of wiring diagrams, where the symbols and the pages
look very much alike. The HYVIS project (Hybrid Visualization System for
Technical Diagrams) aims at designing an electronic display system that would,
within the frame of this task, make the diagrams easier to read and to apprehend.
Among the "tools" that HYVIS can rely on, results from experimental work on
visual search seem to be very useful. Under that light, HYVIS needs to present a
display that best exploits the abilities of the human visual and attentional system.

The experiments reported here dealt with models of real diagrams. Two tasks
were examined and one or several variants were measured for each (in terms of the
subject's performance). The tasks had been identified during a preliminary study of
the troubleshooting activity (Ponthieu, 1993). The variants were designed after ideas
originating in experimental observations with more or less simple stimuli. The
original purpose of the variants was to improve the search performance.

The first experiment was a search for a symbol among distractors that differed
only by the way the symbol's subparts were arranged (a case shape similarity). It
shows that the subjects can easily limit their search to the relevant subparts of the
symbols. In the second experiment, the distractors shared everything but the label
with the target. It shows that the subjects can even quite easily restrict their attention
to substrings of letters within the symbols (these strings always occur at the same
relative position). These, in fact, are negative results with respect to what was
expected. The simple idea of highlighting the relevant information just doesn't
work.

On the other hand, the second experiment also shows that the search
performance can be dramatically unproved when using some knowledge about the
attentional abilities of the visual system. When the discriminating text is receded
with a combination of color and shape, the task complexity gets divided by three (but
still remains a non trivial task).

The benefit of this study is twofold: first, we experimented with the design of a
hybrid visual system for an industrial application, and we also provided some
strong support to the initial belief that visual search was a good background to start
with.
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